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Abstract
A system of identical coupled waveguide presents even and odd propagating optical modes. It
is known that these modes generate attractive and repulsive forces on the waveguides. We have
shown that the beating force, that arises from the superposition of even and odd modes, can
be relevant. In this work we have designed, fabricated and characterized a coupled waveguides
(CWG) device with the purpose of observing the beating force.
Resumo
Um sistema de guias de onda acoplados apresenta modos de propagação pares e ímpares. É
conhecido que tais modos geram forças atrativas e repulsivas. Nos mostramos que a força de ba-
timento, que aparece devido a superposição de modos pares e ímpares, pode ser relevante. Neste
trabalho projetamos, fabricamos e caracterizamos um dispositivos de guias de ondas acoplados
com o objetivo de observar a força de batimento.
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1. Introduction
The idea that light exerts a force over matter dates back to Johannes Kepler [1], that supposed
that the orientation of commet tails were due to an interaction with the sun light. The idea was
formalized through the Maxwell theory [2] which predicted the existence of radiation pressure.
In the regime of macroscopic objects and of low intensity light fields, the eletromagnetic forces
are tiny, explaining why their experimental observation has waited until 1901 [3, 4], where they
were observed using a torsion balance in vacuum.
The invention of the laser in the 60’s has dramatically changed the paradigms of optics. The
light intensities achievable with lasers were many orders of magnitude greater than the ones
achieved before, in such a way that optical forces could be relevant. In the 70’s and the 80’s the
laser has unlocked the study of different areas related to optomechanics, such as optical tweezer,
with huge applications on biology [5], atom cooling and traping, oppening a door to the study
and control of quantum systems [6, 7, 8, 9, 10].
In the 2000’s the advancement in microfabrication techniques applied to photonics has led to
the miniaturization of optical cavities and waveguides, allowing stronger optomechanical cou-
plings, both due to the smaller resonator masses and to the stronger light intensities. An entire
zoo of new effects was observed in these devices, as discussed by Aspelmeyer, Kippenberg,
and Marquardt in the review article [11]. One particularly interesting example is the cooling of
mechanical systems to their quantum ground state[12], allowing further manipulation of their
quantum state through light. There are applications of optomechanics in the classical regime as
well, such as the engineering of optical non-linearities through optomechanics [13], the imple-
mentation of non-magnetic non-reciprocal optical devices [14] and the fabrication of integrated
optical sensors and actuators[15, 16].
Our work is somehow in a cross road between different optomechanics subareas. We study
the near field forces acting on a system of coupled waveguides (CWG), the movement of the
waveguides is measured through an optical cavity. The study of optomechanical forces in CWG
has begun with a theoretical paper by Povinelli et al. [17], where it was shown that in a CWG the
excitation of different propagation eigenmodes generates attractive and repulsive forces between
the waveguides. These forces were observed in almost simultaneously by Li et al. in the United
States [18] and byRoels et al. [19] in Belgium [18, 19]. In a recent paper [20] we have shown that
there is an optomechanical force that appears due to the superposition of different eigenmodes,
the beating force.
In order to study this force we have designed, fabricated and characterized a waveguide
device in which we can measure the displacement generated by the waveguide forces through
an auxiliary optical cavity aside the waveguides. The study of the beating force is interesting
in itself as it opens a door to investigate more profoundly the nature of electromagnetic forces
inside matter [21]. Nonetheless it has interesting practical applications, the beating force can
9
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work as a new tool to control the mechanical displacement of waveguide arrays, allowing for
example a platform where the beating force can act as a way to quickly change the mechanical
interaction between the different waveguides, rearranging the array.
The text has been divided in 5 chapters, we begin discussing in the first chapter the optical
properties and the optical force theory in a pair of CWG. Following we study how the optome-
chanical forces affect the motion of our CWG. In the third chapter we offer an overview of dif-
ferent methods of optomechanical transduction, focusing on cavity optomechanics, explaining
how we intend to measure the deformations generated by the CWG forces. In the fourth chapter
we discuss the fabrication of our devices. In the fifth chapter we discuss the optomechanical
characterization of the devices and the preliminary results of our experiments to observe the
beating force. Finally we conclude our text summarizing our main achievements and stressing
our main difficulties.
2. Optical forces in coupled optical waveguides
2.1. Light propagation in linear isotropic dielectrics
The optical properties of a lossless dielectric system are defined by the spatial distribution of its
dielectric constant, 휖(푟⃗), or equivalently by its refractive index, 푛(푟⃗) = 휖(푟⃗)1∕2. In regions with
higher refractive index, the speed of light is smaller, 푣푝(푟⃗) = 푐∕푛(푟⃗), thus focusing light in these
regions.
The simplest dielectric system is a homogeneous medium with dielectric constant 푛2. Plane
waves are the solutions of Maxwell equation in the frequency domain in this case. Given a
certain angular frequency, 휔, the plane waves are characterized by its wave vector, 푘⃗(휔), and by
its polarization, 푒̂ that must be in the plane orthogonal to 푘⃗(휔). Using complex notation,
퐸⃗(푟⃗, 푡) = 퐸 푒푖(휔푡−푘⃗(휔).푟⃗)푒̂, (2.1)
the real field is given by, 퐸⃗푅 = 푅푒[퐸⃗] = 퐸 cos
(
휔푡 − 푘⃗(휔).푟⃗
)
푒̂.
The wave number, 푘 = |푘⃗| = 2휋∕휆 is related to the angular frequency of the wave by the
dispersion relation:
푘(휔) = 푛휔
푐
= 푛푘0, (2.2)
where 푘0 = 휔푐 = 2휋휆0 is the vacuum wave number.More generally the refractive index varies with the angular frequency as well, 푛(휔), giving
rise to optical dispersion. Here it is interesting to make a distinction between the phase velocity
and the group velocity of light. The phase velocity is defined as 푣푝(휔) = 푘휔 = 푐푛 , it is related to
the phase propagation on a continuous wave with a well defined frequency. The group velocity
is defined as 푣푔(휔) = 휕푘휕휔 = 푐푛푔(휔) , which indicates the propagation speed of a pulse centeredaround a given frequency, being effectively the electromagnetic energy speed.
In this work we are interested in the S, C and L infrared red bands between 1460 nm-1625 nm
or 185 THz-205 THz, these are the frequencies most commonly used in optical comunication
systems due to the availability of cheap high quality silica optical fibers. In Fig.2.1, we present
the silicon refractive index in a broad window of frequencies. For low frequencies the dispersion
diminishes and 푛푔 tends towards 푛푝. As the frequency increases and we get closer to the silicon
band gap energy both 푛푝 and 푛푔 increase. One of the advantages of silicon as a photonic material
is its very low linear absorption in the infrared region of our interest.
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Figure 2.1: Silicon phase and group refractive indexes, the red dashed domain indicates the S,
C and L infrared bands, 1460 nm-1625 nm or 185 THz-205 THz [22].
2.2. Slab waveguide
It is possible to make optical waveguides using dielectric materials. As their name indicates
these structures guide light in a certain direction. Here we are going to focus our attention in the
simplest of these structures, the slab waveguide [23].
The slab waveguide is formed by a core, a layer of dielectric material with refractive index
푛co, surrounded on both sides by a cladding mediumwith refractive index 푛cl, such that 푛co > 푛cl.
푛(푥) =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
푛co, if |푦| < ℎ∕2,
푛cl, if |푦| > ℎ∕2. (2.3)
In order to determine the electromagnetic field profile in this structure we will assume that
the propagation is on the 푧 direction of Fig.2.2. As the system has translation symmetry on the
푧 and 푥 directions we can guess a solution on the form:
퐸⃗(푥, 푦, 푧) = 퐸⃗(푦)푒푖(휔푡−훽(휔)푧), (2.4)
where 훽 is a propagation constant to be determined by the boundary conditions of the problem.
Applying our guess to Maxwell equations we can identify two sets of independent equations,
that are related to the two possible polarization directions that the slab dielectric waveguide
supports:
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Figure 2.2: Slab waveguide with the TE and TM field directions indicated, blue for the electric
field and red for the magnectic field.
푇퐸 푇푀
−휕푦퐸푥 = −푖퐵푧 −휕푦퐵푥 = 푖
휔2푛2
푐2
퐸푧
−푖훽퐸푥 = −푖퐵푦 −푖훽퐵푥 = 푖
휔2푛2
푐2
퐸푦 (2.5)
휕푦퐵푧 + 푖훽퐵푦 = 푖
휔2푛2
푐2
퐸푥 휕푦퐸푧 + 푖훽퐸푦 = −푖퐵푥
As we can see in Fig.2.2 the TE (Transverse Electric) mode has electric field only in the 푥
direction, the transversal direction with respect to the propagation, and to the change on refrac-
tive index. While for the TM (Transverse Magnetic) mode it is the magnetic field that is only in
the 푥 direction.
Working with Eqs.2.5, we arrive to the following:
for TE: 휕
2퐸푥
휕푦2
=
(
훽2 − 푛2푘20
)
퐸푥,
for TM: 휕
2퐵푥
휕푦2
=
(
훽2 − 푛2푘20
)
퐵푥. (2.6)
The nature of the solution depends on the sign of (훽2 − 푛(푦)2푘20). Guided solutions must be
bounded on the 푦 direction, (훽2 − 푛2cl푘20) must be positive for |푦| > ℎ∕2, so that the solutions go
to 0 as |푦| goes to infinity. Inside the slab, for |푦| < ℎ∕2, (훽2 − 푛2co푘20)must be negative, in order
to link the solutions in each side of the slab. In summary, for guided modes, 푛co > 훽푘0 > 푛cl.It stimulates us to define a fundamental concept in guided optics, the effective refractive index,
푛eff =
훽
푘0
, a generalization of the refractive index, for propagation in a translational invariant
direction, in our case, 푧.
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As the system is symmetric over inversion in the y direction, it is possible to separate the
solutions in even and odd. Taking the TM modes as an example we have,
even solutions:
퐵푥(푦) =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
푎 cos
(√
푛2co − 푛
2
eff푘0푦
)
if |푦| < ℎ∕2,
푏 exp
(
−
√
푛2eff − 푛
2
cl푘0|푦|) if |푦| > ℎ∕2. (2.7)
odd solutions:
퐵푥(푦) =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
푎 sin
(√
푛2co − 푛
2
eff푘0푦
)
if |푦| < ℎ∕2,
푏 sign(푦) exp
(
−
√
푛2eff − 푛
2
cl푘0|푦|) if |푦| > ℎ∕2. (2.8)
We can now identify 4 sets of solutions of our interest, TE-even, TE-odd, TM-even and
TM-odd.
Applying the slab boundary conditions we arrive to a transcendental equation for each one
of the solution sets. Taking the TM-even mode as an example, we can use Eqs.2.5 to find the
following boundary condition equations:
퐵푥 is continuous 푎 cos
(√
푛2co − 푛
2
eff
푘0ℎ
2
)
= 푏 exp
(
−
√
푛2eff − 푛
2
cl
푘0ℎ
2
)
, (2.9)
퐸푧 is continuous 푎
√
푛2co − 푛
2
eff
푛2co
sin
(√
푛2co − 푛
2
eff
푘0ℎ
2
)
= 푏
√
푛2eff − 푛
2
cl
푛2cl
. (2.10)
exp
(
−
√
푛2eff − 푛
2
cl
푘0ℎ
2
)
Leading to the transcendental equation:
푛2cl
푛2co
tan
(√
푛2co − 푛
2
eff
푘0ℎ
2
)
=
√
푛2eff − 푛
2
cl√
푛2co − 푛
2
eff
. (2.11)
Applying the same reasoning we can find the equivalent transcendental equations for the 4
sets of solutions of our interest:
√
푛2eff − 푛
2
cl√
푛2co − 푛
2
eff
=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
tan
(√
푛2co − 푛
2
eff
ℎ푘0
2
)
, if TE-even
−cot
(√
푛2co − 푛
2
eff
ℎ푘0
2
)
, if TE-odd
푛2cl
푛2co
tan
(√
푛2co − 푛
2
eff
ℎ푘0
2
)
, if TM-even
− 푛
2
cl
푛2co
cot
(√
푛2co − 푛
2
eff
ℎ푘0
2
)
, if TM-odd
(2.12)
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Figure 2.3: Graphical solution for the different modes effective refractive index. LHS stands
for the left-hand side of Eqs.2.12, while the different RHS’s stand for the right-hand side of the
different cases in the Eqs.2.12.We have used the following parameters ℎ = 250 nm, 푛co = 3.48,
푛cl = 1, 휆 = 1550 nm
These equations are graphically solved in Fig.2.3, where we have used the following param-
eters, ℎ = 250 nm, 푛co = 3.48, 푛cl = 1, 휆 = 1550 nm, that are related to the ones we have in our
devices. Each one of the possible solutions for 푛eff indicate a guided mode supported by the slab
waveguide, the 4 sets mentioned above present at least one solution. As usual in our devices the
the even modes are better confined than the odd ones.
We notice as well that the TE modes are better confined than the TM modes of the same
order, this feature can be seen from Eqs.2.12 where for the TM modes the LHS is multiplied by
푛2cl
푛2co
that is smaller than 1, compressing the curves in Fig.2.3, lowering their effective refractive
index.
This same procedure is replied for a certain range of frequencies in Fig.2.4:
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Figure 2.4: Refractive index of the studied modes,the red shaded area represents the IR band of
our interest, 185 THz − 205THz
At lower frequencies just the fundamental even modes are confined. As the frequency in-
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creases, the effective refractive index increases as well and the fundamental odd modes become
confined. Above 360 THz region of Fig.2.4 the second order even modes become confined as
well.
In literature the modes are often not ordered according to parity. The fundamental even
modes remain as the fundamental modes, while the fundamental odd modes are called the 2nd
order modes, the 2nd order even modes are called the 3rd order modes, and so on.
Looking a little deeper into Eqs.2.12 we perceive that they depend on the product ℎ푘0, mean-
ing that they are invariant under a scaling operation. For the effective refractive index, decreas-
ing the thickness is equivalent to decreasing the frequency. As the waveguide gets thinner the
effective refractive index is lowered, and less modes are confined.
In a more pictorial way we can imagine that the eletromagnetic field inside the dielectric has
a maximum "bend", given by ∇2퐸
퐸
= 푛2co푘
2
0. We can imagine that this "bend" can be decomposed
in different directions and most often for waveguides we can decompose it in 푘2∕∕ = 푛2eff푘20, the
"bend" parallel to the propagation direction, and 푘2⟂ = (푛2co − 푛2eff)푘20, the "bend" in the plane
prependicular to the propagation direction. The magnitude of 푘2⟂ is related to the inverse of the
size of our structure, 1
ℎ2
, meaning that if we shrink our structure, obliging the field to "bend"
more in the perpendicular plane, we are increasing 푘2⟂, and consequently lowering the refractive
index 푛eff
In the ideal slab waveguide, discussed here, the optical dispersion, variation of the refractive
index with frequency, comes solely from geometry. Indeed comparing Fig.2.1 and Fig.2.4 one
sees that the optical dispersion of our slab waveguide is bigger than the material dispersion of
silicon. This is one of the main assets of integrated photonics, the ability to engineer the optical
dispersion, with applications on telecom devices and generation of non-linear effects in optical
cavities [24].
The TE and TM modes behave differently with respect to dispersion. TE-modes have a
higher dispersion for frequencies immediately higher than their cut-off frequency. While TM
modes have a region where their 푛eff varies slowly after their cut-off frequency and then after
this region the 푛eff changes more quickly.
We can have further insight on the differences of TE and TM modes looking at their mode
profile in Fig.2.5
One of the key features distinguishing the TM mode is that its electric field is discontinuous
at the boundaries of the waveguides, as we can see in Fig.2.5 b), despite presenting a higher
intensity peak the TM mode is less confined than the TE mode. Comparing the evanescent
region of the fields we perceive that the TE mode falls quicker than the TM modes. In the next
chapters we will see that this feature make the TM modes generate stronger optomechanical
forces in the CWG, while the TE modes are more suitable to the motion transduction of the
waveguides.
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Figure 2.5: a) Fields for the fundamental TE-even mode. b) Fields for the fundamental TM-even
mode.c) Intensity for the TE and TMmodes, the power in each mode is normalized. The shaded
region represents the core of the waveguide.
2.3. Rectangular waveguide
In the slab waveguide light is still free inside the plane 푥푧, (multiple modes are degenerated into
the plane). In order to further guide light one of the possible solutions is to make a rectangular
waveguide, where light will be confined in the 푥 and 푦 directions.
As the system has translational symmetry on the 푧 direction, we can guess the solution:
퐸⃗(푥, 푦, 푧) = 퐸⃗(푥, 푦)푒푖(휔푡−훽푧). (2.13)
We can develop equations very similar to Eq.2.5, finally getting:( 휕2
휕푥2
+ 휕
2
휕푦2
)
퐸⃗ =
(
푛2푘20 − 훽
2)퐸⃗, (2.14)
where 훽 = 푘0푛eff.
Despite being able to solve this equation inside and outside of the waveguide, the boundary
condition problem gives rise to an infinite set of transcendental equations. Part of these equations
include derivatives that are ill-defined at the corners of the waveguide.
There are approximate methods that work well on the limit of small index contrast 푛co−푛cl
푛co
<<
1, such as the Marcatili [25] approximation where the problem is approximated by two slab
waveguide problem, or the Kumar [26] approximation, where the refractive index distribution
is approximated by a different distribution that presents a simpler solution.
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In order to solve this kind of modal problem we have used COMSOLMultphysics®, a finite
element method software that discreticizes the spatial frame, and uses simple functions in each
point to describe the fields, approximating our initial partial differential equation by a system of
coupled linear equations, whose eigenvalues, and eigenvectors can be found numerically.
We canmake our rectangular waveguide by cutting a certain width of our 250 nm slab waveg-
uide. The modes of this new rectangular waveguide are ordered in families related to the modes
of the old slab waveguide. Within a family the modes are classified according to the number of
horizontal nodes they present. In this new rectangular waveguide the old slab waveguide modes
give rise, each one, to a family of modes with different number of nodes in the horizontal di-
rection. Figure 2.6 shows that the effective refractive index of the different modes tend towards
the refractive index of their "parent" slab waveguide fundamental modes seen in Fig.2.4 . As we
shrink the width of the waveguide the modes with a higher number of nodes become deconfined.
For 푤 = 400 nm we have just 3 confined modes, the fundamental TE and TM modes, and the
2nd order TE mode that is barely confined. If we further shrink the width of our waveguide we
see that the TE and TM fundamental modes cross each other for푤 = ℎ = 250 nm, before getting
deconfined.
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Figure 2.6: Variation of 푛eff with the width of the waveguide. We have used the followingparameters: ℎ = 250푛푚, 푛co = 3.48, 푛cl = 1, 휆 = 1550 nm. For 푤 = 400 nm: 푛푇퐸0eff = 2.20 and
푛푇푀0eff = 1.41
In order to obey the boundary conditions on the lateral walls of the waveguide, the propa-
gation modes are obliged to present all field components. Despite not being able to classify the
eigenmodes strictly by its field components, we can still distinguish quasi-TM modes, that have
field predominantly on the 퐵푥, 퐸푦, and 퐸푧 components, and quasi-TE modes, where the 퐸푥, 퐵푦
and 퐵푧 components are more expressive, see Fig.2.7.
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Figure 2.7: Comparison of 퐸⃗푦 and 퐵⃗푦, for the fundamental TE and TM modes. The colormapis normalized for electric field units
2.4. Coupled waveguides
Let us now imagine two identical rectangular monomode waveguides. If they are far from each
other in such a way that the evanescent field of one doesn’t interact with the field of the other,
then their degenerated modes are basically independent. When we get them closer their fields
begin to overlap, their modes hybridize in even and odd modes with respect to inversion on the
x-axis, lifting their degeneracy. In the weak coupling regime the even modes are formed by the
sum of the original modes, while the odd ones are formed by their subtraction.
We can follow this process in Fig.2.8. As the distance, 푔, decreases the refractive index of
the even modes tends to increase, while the refractive index of the odd modes tends to decrease.
In the insets of Fig.2.8 we can see that the TM even mode is "attracted" in the direction of
the center, while the TM odd mode is "repelled", explaining the general trend for the refractive
index, while the more confined TEmodes are not as much affected. For very small gaps between
the waveguides the refractive index of the odd modes increases. It happens because the picture
of two interacting waveguides breaks apart, the gap is too small in such a way that the mode
begins to look like the second order TM mode of a bigger rectangular waveguide. While it is of
little importance to our work it is worth mentioning that the mode TE1-even, the least confined
in Fig.2.8, is a slot waveguide mode, where most of the energy is transported in the gap between
the waveguides.
From now on in our work we will call the even (odd) propagating optical modes symmetric
(anti-symmetric). For example the TE0-odd mode will be called TEAS (TE anti-symmetric).
The modes TE0-even, TE0-odd, TM0-even and TM0-odd will be called, respectively, TES,
TEAS, TMS and TMAS.
Coupled waveguides are regularly used as directional couplers, structures that allow to re-
distribute light through two channels. If light is fed through only one of the waveguides it will
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Figure 2.8: Variation of 푛eff with the distance, 푔, between the waveguides. We have used thefollowing parameters: ℎ = 250 nm, 푤 = 400 nm, 푛co = 3.48, 푛cl = 1, 휆 = 1550 nm. For 푔 =
100 nm: 푛TE0-eveneff = 2.24, 푛TE0-oddeff = 2.18, 푛TM0-eveneff = 1.60, 푛TM0-oddeff = 1.19 and 푛TE1-eveneff = 1.04.The insets present the Poynting vector for the modes listed above
excite a superposition of even and odd modes. These modes have distinct effective refractive
indexes, as they propagate they accumulate different phases, interfering with each other:
퐸(푧) = 퐸푒푒−푖훽푒푧 + 퐸표푒−푖훽표푧. (2.15)
When we evaluate properties that vary quadratically with the fields, such as the electromagnetic
energy density, we get interference terms, due to the beating between the two electromagnetic
modes.
|퐸(푧)|2 = |퐸푒|2 + |퐸표|2 + 2푅푒[퐸푒퐸∗표 ]푐표푠((훽푒 − 훽표)푧). (2.16)
In Fig.2.9 we can see the effect of these interference terms, light oscillates between the two
waveguides with an half period, called beating length, 퐿푏 = 휆2(푛푒−푛표) .
Figure 2.9: Electric field square norm, for a superposition of the even and odd propagation
modes
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2.5. Eigenmode force
Virtual work approach
The interest in coupled waveguides (CWG) optomechanics started with the work of Povinelli et
al. [17]. Their analysis shows that the evanescent tail coupling between the twowaveguides gives
rise to forces that depend on the nature of the optical eigenmodes excited. The even eigenmodes
generate an attractive force that is constant along the propagation direction, while the odd ones
generate a repulsive force. These forces where effectively measured by Li et al. [18] and by
Roels et al. [19].
Povinelli’s article asks us to think about a system formed by two infinite coupled waveguides
separated by a small gap of width 푔. When just one pure propagation eigenmode is excited, the
electromagnetic energy density is given by:
푢 = 휂ℏ 푐훽
푛eff
, (2.17)
where 푢 is the linear energy density, 휂 is the linear photon density and 훽 is the wave number of
the mode.
The linear force density, 푓 , can be calculated from the linear energy density variation via the
virtual work, generated by a virtual displacement of the waveguides.
푓 = −
(휕푢
휕푔
)
훽
= 휂ℏ 푐훽
푛2eff
(휕푛eff
휕푔
)
훽
. (2.18)
In order to change the gap between the waveguides the movement must be on the transverse
direction, not altering in anymoment the translational symmetry along the propagation direction,
in such away that 훽 must remain constant over the process, justifying the derivative with constant
훽. In reference [27] this detail is not taken in account, leading to wrong results.
Nevertheless, evaluating derivatives with a fixed 훽 isn’t desirable, because usually we solve
these propagation problems in the frequency domain. In order to find a better expression we can
use:
훽 =
휔푛eff(푔, 휔)
푐
(2.19)
and develop its partial derivatives in order to get:(휕푛eff
휕푔
)
훽
=
푛eff
푛푔
(휕푛eff
휕푔
)
휔
. (2.20)
Allowing us to write:
푓 = 휂ℏ 푐훽
푛eff푛푔
(휕푛eff
휕푔
)
휔
(2.21)
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Figure 2.10: Eigenmode force as a function of the gap, 푔, between the waveguides. Positive
forces are repulsive, and negative forces are attractive. In the graph the parameters used are,
ℎ = 250 nm, 푤 = 400 nm e 휆0 = 1550 nm.
or:
푓 = 푃
푐
(휕푛eff
휕푔
)
휔
, (2.22)
where 푃 = 휂ℏ 푐2훽
푛eff푛푔
is the transmitted electromagnetic power.
Indeed what is happening is that the group velocity, 푣푔 =
( 휕훽
휕휔
)
푔 =
푐
푛푔
, of the light is changed
when the waveguides are brought closer together. In order to conserve the transmitted power,
푃 = 푣푔푢, it is necessary to change the energy density 푢, thus explaining the appearance of the
forces.
Using the data from Fig.2.8 we can calculate the forces generated by the different eigenmodes
as a function of the gap between thewaveguides, as hown in Fig.2.10. As discussed before the 푛eff
of even modes increases as 푔 decreases thus generating attractive forces, (푓 < 0). The opposite
is true for odd modes that generate repulsive forces, (푓 > 0), see Fig.2.10. Nevertheless for very
small gaps, smaller than 100 nm, the repulsive force diminishes, eventually becoming attractive,
which is related to the transition from the odd mode of a CWG, to the second order mode of a
larger rectangular waveguide as the gap diminishes.
Focusing now in the example of a system formed by waveguides with, 푤 = 400 nm and
ℎ = 250 nm. The forces generated by TM modes are more intense than the ones generated by
TE modes. It was already expected from the fact that in the rectangular waveguide the TMmode
is less confined (푛eff = 1.4), than the TE mode, (푛eff = 2), having a bigger dispersion, and being
more sensitive to its environment.
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Electromagnetic stress tensor approach
One of theways of validating the virtual work approach is by comparing it to the forces calculated
directly from the electromagnetic field. The electromagnetic force density is written as:
⃗ = 휕⃗
휕푡
+ ∇⃗ ⋅ ⃡ , (2.23)
where ⃗ is the electromagnetic momentum density, and ⃡ is the electromagnetic stress tensor.
It is important to know that these entities are well defined in vacuum, but inside a dielectric
there is yet a certain discussion about the most suitable formulation [28]. In our work here we
will not adress the minutia of the different formulations. For its convenience we will use the
Minkowski formulation for the momentum and for the stress tensor:
⃗푀푖푛 = 퐷⃗ × 퐵⃗∗ (2.24)
and
⃡푀푖푛 =
(
퐷⃗ ⊗ 퐸⃗∗ + 퐵⃗ ⊗ 퐻⃗∗ − 1
2
(퐷⃗.퐸⃗∗ + 퐵⃗.퐻⃗∗)
)
. (2.25)
In order to perform our calculations we will write the monochromatic field of a pure eigen-
mode 푎 as:
퐸⃗푎 = 퐸푎.푒̂푎.푒푖(휔푡−푛푎푘0푧),
퐵⃗푎 = 퐵푎.푏̂푎.푒푖(휔푡−푛푎푘0푧). (2.26)
As we are interested in static forces, we will perform a time average over multiple optical
periods in Eq.2.23:
⟨⃗푎푎⟩ = ⟨휕⃗푎푎휕푡 ⟩ + ⟨∇⃗.⃡푎푎⟩. (2.27)
The first term of the RHS of Eq.2.27 is the time derivative of a quadratic term, averaging to zero:
⟨휕⃗푎푎
휕푡
⟩ = ⟨ 휕
휕푡
(
(퐷푎푑⃗푎) × (퐵∗푎 푏⃗
∗
푎)
)⟩ = 0. (2.28)
In average the momentum density doesn’t change, meaning that it doesn’t contribute to the static
force.
As we are dealing with non-magnetic materials, the second term of the RHS of Eq.2.27, the
divergence of the Minkowski stress tensor can be rewritten as:
⟨⃗푎푎⟩ = ∇⃗.⟨⃡푎푎⟩ = −휖0⟨|퐸⃗푎|2⟩∇⃗휖. (2.29)
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Taking the limit of sharp boundaries between materials with different refractive indexes we
see that Eq.2.29 is ill-defined, because the gradient of the dielectric constant, ∇⃗휖, diverges at
the same point the perpendicular electric field, 퐸⟂, is discontinuous. This difficulty can be
overcomed by rewriting it in terms of fields that are intrinsically continuous, such as the parallel
component of the electric field, 퐸∕∕, and the perpendicular component of the displacement field,
퐷⟂ = 휖0휖퐸⟂:
⟨⃗푎푎⟩ = −휖0(⟨|퐷⃗⟂∕휖0|2⟩∇⃗휖휖2 + ⟨|퐸⃗∕∕|2⟩∇⃗휖), (2.30)
or simplifying:
⟨⃗푎푎⟩ = 휖0(⟨|퐷⃗⟂∕휖0|2⟩∇⃗휖−1 − ⟨|퐸⃗∕∕|2⟩∇⃗휖). (2.31)
Those expressions are well defined in the limit of sharp boundaries.
Finally, integrating this volumetric force in a cilinder of base area, 푑푆, and length, 훿퐿,
crossing the boundary between the two media, we can define the surface force:
⟨푑퐹⃗푆
푑푆
⟩ = 휖0 ∫ 훿퐿∕2−훿퐿∕2
(⟨|퐷⃗⟂∕휖0|2⟩∇⃗휖−1 − ⟨|퐸⃗∕∕|2⟩∇⃗휖)푑퐿. (2.32)
Considering that the fields in Eq.2.32 are continuous along the boundary we can approximate
then as constants, alowing us to evaluate just the integral of the gradients:
⟨푑퐹⃗푆
푑푆
⟩ = 휖0(⟨|퐷⃗⟂∕휖0|2⟩Δ(휖−1) − ⟨|퐸⃗∕∕|2⟩Δ(휖))푛̂, (2.33)
where Δ() is the difference operator between outside and inside of the boundary and 푛̂ is the
versor normal to the boundary, pointing towards outside of the boundary.
If we are not interested in the force distribution along the surface, but only in the resultant
force over a portion of the waveguide we can integrate the volumetric force density on the volume
and make use of the divergence theorem, to transform a volume integral into a closed surface
integral:
퐹⃗푎푎 = ∫푉 ∇⃗ ⋅ ⃡푎푎푑푉 = ∫Γ ⃡푎푎.푑푠̂. (2.34)
One of the advantages of this method is that we can perform our surface integral where it is most
convenient.
In our waveguides, we can use Eq.2.34 to calculate the forces generated by different mode
profiles acting over awaveguide section of length 훿푧. The integration surface shown in Fig.2.11a)
is separated in different surfaces indicated by Γ∕∕ and Γ⟂, respectivelly the surfaces parallel and
perpendicular to the propagation axis. In the limit of an infinitesimal length 훿푧 we can define a
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linear force density 푓⃗푎푎:
푓⃗푎푎 = ∫퐶∕∕ ⃡푎푎.푛̂푑푙 + ∫Γ⟂,1
휕⃡푎푎
휕푧
.푘̂푑푠, (2.35)
where the first integral is over the countour 퐶∕∕ and 푛̂ = 푘̂ × 푙̂ is the versor perpendicular to both
the propagation and the countour direction, as indicated in Fig.2.11b). The second integral is
over the front surface Γ⟂, 1.
When we are considering terms that are solely due to one eigenmode we can show that the
stress tensor ⃡푎푎 as calculated in Eq.2.25 is invariant under translations over the propagation, 푧,
direction. This property simplifies the calculation of the linear force density generated by pure
eigenmodes. The integrals over Γ are null, as the 푧 derivative of the stress-tensor is null. In this
case we only have to perform the integral over the countour 퐶∕∕ located within the outer medium,
that in our case is vacuum. Another consequence of the stress-tensor translation invariance
over 푧 is that the eigenmode forces must be uniform along the propagation direction. These
simplifications are only possible in the case of eigenmode forces, as we will see latter.
Γ∥
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a) b)
δz
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Figure 2.11: a) Integration surfaces over a waveguide section, b) cross-section view showing
the countour 퐶∕∕ and the surface Γ⟂,1.
The modes have a well defined parity with respect to inversion in the x-axis, they are either
odd or even, so the stress tensor, that is quadratic with the fields, will have a well-defined parity
as well. For pure eigenmodes it is always even, meaning that its derivative, the force generated
by a pure eigenmode, must always be odd with respect to inversion in the x-axis, showing that
the eigenmode forces are either repulsive or attractive.
Performing the numerical integrals shows results identical to the ones presented in Fig.2.10,
obtained from the virtual work approach.
2.6. Beating Force
Electromagnetic stress tensor approach
As discussed, the electromagnetic force depends quadratically on the fields. When we calculate
quadratic quantities of a linear superposition of eigenmodes we can expect to have terms that
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are solely due to the pure eigenmodes, and terms that are inherently due to the superposition.
In our case the former give rise to the eigenmode forces, while the latter give rise to forces that
appear only due to the superposition, as is seen in the crossed terms of Eq.2.16.
⃡ = ⃡푒푒 + ⃡표표 + 2.푅푒[⃡푒표], (2.36)
where ⃡푎푏 is the tensor due to the product of the fields of the modes 푎 and 푏, 푒 stands for even,
and 표 stands for odd.
This issue is raised in the work of Pernice et al. [29], where the intensity of the superposition
force is calculated through the Maxwell stress tensor divergence. It is indeed this paper that
named it beating force, due to the beating interference between the even and odd modes.
There is, however, a problem with the approach adopted in the paper that underestimates the
intensity of this force, dismissing it as unimportant for the studied system. In this article the
force calculations are performed, as in the eigenmode case, though an integral over a contour
around the waveguide, the surface integration in Eq.2.34 is ignored. In [20] we show that this
cannot be done because the crossed term, ⃡푒표, related to the beating force is not invariant under
translation, it depends on the local relative phase between the two eigenmodes involved, in such
a way that contributions from the surface integral in Eq.2.34, need to be taken in account.
Develloping the superposition term from Eq.2.36 we can show that it oscillates along the
propagation axis:
2푅푒
[⃡푒표] = −2휖0∇⃗휖푅푒[퐸푒퐸∗표 푒푖휋 푧퐿푏 ] = −2휖0∇⃗휖
(
푅푒
[
퐸푒퐸
∗
표
]
푐표푠
(
휋 푧
퐿푏
)
−퐼푚
[
퐸푒퐸
∗
표
]
푠푖푛
(
휋 푧
퐿푏
))
,
(2.37)
where 퐿푏 = 휆2(푛푒−푛표) . In such a way that the beating force must present the same behavior.The tensor in Eq.2.36 is oddwith respect to inversion in the x-direction because it is a product
of one even field with one odd field, meaning that the force generated due to this tensor is even.
Differently from the eigenmode forces, the beating force acts on both waveguides in the same
direction.
In Fig.2.12 we can compare the contribution of the surface integral with the contribution of
the contour integral showing that the difference is relevant for our waveguides. Comparing the
TM beating force to the TM eigenmode forces in Fig.2.10 we perceive that it is as important as
the eigenmode forces for gaps smaller than 200 nm. The TE modes suffer a much smaller force,
probably because they are more confined, and the field of one waveguide feels less the other
waveguide.
We can study how to maximize the beating force varying the width of the waveguides as
well, but as can be seen in Fig.2.13, the force does not depend strongly on the width, 푤. The
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Figure 2.12: Beating force generated by the TM modes as a function of the gap, 푔, between the
waveguides. The squares and circles correspond respectively to the contributions of the surface
and of the countour integrals.
strongest dependency is with the gap variation 푔.
Heuristic approach
We can assert the existence of the beating force in a more intuitive way comparing the Poynting
vector when just an eigenmode is excited, with the Poynting vector when a superposition of even
and odd eigenmodes are excited, see Fig.2.14.
For a pure eigenmode the Poynting vector points in the propagation direction and it is con-
stant along the direction of propagation, as its energy distribution has translational symmetry.
For a superposition the z component of the Poynting vector is the sum of the separate eigenmodes
Poynting vectors, there is no crossed term because as the eigenmodes are orthogonal the power
they transmit is well defined. The Poynting vector x-component, however, oscillates along the
propagation direction. Since light carries not only energy but momentum, we can infer that there
must be an external force acting on the waveguides in order to conserve the momentum of the
system. This force can be seen as the reaction force generated due to the change in direction
of the light inside the waveguides. In [20] we use this picture to develop a heuristic model to
estimate the magnitude of the beating force.
Observing figure 2.14 we can approximate the trajectory of the center of energy of the light
by a sinusoidal curve oscillating between the center of the waveguides with period 2퐿푏.
휌(푧) = 푤 + 푔
2
cos
(휋푧
퐿푏
)
. (2.38)
Indeed the trajectory is syncronized with the Poynting vector in Fig.2.14, when the light is going
up the x-component of the Poynting vector is positive, when it is going down the x-component
is negative.
Assuming that the linear momentum is tangential to this trajectory, and that its longitudinal
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Figure 2.13: Colormap indicating the variation of the beating force with the width and the gap.
The blue region at the bottom indicates that the TMAS mode becomes deconfined.
Electric energy density
Poynting vector x-component 
Figure 2.14: Upper: Poynting vector x-component for a balanced superposition, indicating that
the energy oscillates between the two waveguides. Lower: Electric field square norm, for a
superposition of the even and odd propagation modes. The black line indicates the position of
the energy center along the propagation axis.
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component, 푝푧 is constant along the propagation direction we have:
푝푥(푧) = 푝푧
푑휌
푑푧
= −푝푧
푤 + 푔
2
휋
퐿푏
sin
(휋푧
퐿푏
)
(2.39)
Finally the force density can be defined as minus the derivative of the linear momentum flux:
푓 = −푣푔
푑푝푥
푑푧
= 푝푧
푐
푛푔
푤 + 푔
2
휋2
퐿2푏
cos
(휋푧
퐿푏
)
(2.40)
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Figure 2.15: Comparison between the calculated Beating force generated by the TMmodes with
the Heuristic model as a function of the gap, 푔, between the waveguides.
In Fig.2.15 we compare our heuristic model, using theMinkowski momentum, with theMST
calculations, showing that it gives a result on the same order of magnitude.
2.7. Other forces generated by the optical field
In this chapter we have offered a simplified version of the problem. There are indeed other forces
that originate from the optical field, nevertheless those forces are in general smaller than the
forces already discussed. The two most important are the forces arising from the superposition
of the incident and reflected light fields, and the thermo-optical force.
The first one is the equivalent in our system to backward Brillouin scattering. In the sameway
that the beating force originates from crossed terms between even and odd modes, these forces
arise from crossed terms between the incident and the reflected light fields. The superposition
generates eigenmode and beating forces, the spatial variation of these forces is again determined
by the difference in wave vector between the different fields. As these wave vectors point in
opposite directions the spatial variation is indeed given by the sum of the wave numbers. We
intend tomitigate the effects of these forces bymitigating the amount of pump laser light reflected
in our CWG devices.
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The second one arises from the heat generated by light absorption. The absorbed light gener-
ates local sources of heat, that induce thermal expansion in our devices. The light intensity has a
profile similar to the one seen in Fig.2.14 given by the superposition. This mode profile excites
different thermal modes, that generate thermal expansion. In the AC regime, simulations show
that the effects of this effective thermal force are smaller than the effects of the optomechanical
forces generated by the TM modes.
3. Mechanical response of suspended coupled
waveguides
In this chapter we will discuss the mechanical response to the optomechanical forces of different
suspended coupled waveguide geometries, analizing their advantages and disadvantages with
respect to the beating force detection. In the first section we focus on parallel waveguides that
are attached to a common substrate, that we will call weakly coupled waveguides, in this section
we distinguish two geometries, the singly clamped where only one of the waveguide ends is
clamped and the doubly clamped where both ends are clamped. The response of these weakly
coupled waveguides is well approximated by the response of a single waveguide. In the second
section we review the different loss mechanisms present in the system. In the third section we
introduce waveguides that are directly coupled to each other, that we will call strongly coupled
waveguides, comparing them with weakly coupled ones. In this section we discuss the effect of
fabrication imperfections in the context of strongly coupled waveguides as well. In the fourth
section we introduce the "Y-coupler" design that is a compromise between themultiple discussed
geometries.
3.1. Weakly Coupled Waveguides
We intend to implement our device in an integrated platform such as SOI (Silicon On Insulator),
our suspended coupled waveguides will be parallel beams made out of silicon, clamped to a
much bigger commom substrate. Considering the dimensions discussed in the previous chapter
we will see that the mechanical coupling between the waveguides is very small compared to their
natural oscillation frequency, in such a way that we can use an independent single waveguide
model to calculate the displacements induced by the optomechanical forces.
Euler–Bernoulli Beam Theory
In order to design a device that will allow us to observe the optomechanical forces we need
to understand how these forces deform the waveguides. A waveguide is generally described
as a beam because its cross section dimensions, ℎ and 푤 are much smaller than its length, 퐿.
Comprehending the dynamics of a simple single beam is instructive as it gives us intuition about
how the geometry affects quantities such as displacement and frequency
Small deformations in long beams are well described by the Euler–Bernoulli beam theory
[30]. In this theory the beam is described by 푢(푧), the displacement along the x-direction as a
31
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function of the longitudinal coordinate, 푧:
휌퐴푢̈ = −퐸퐼 휕
4푢
휕푧4
+ 푓 (푧, 푡), (3.1)
where for beams with rectangular cross section:
• 휌 is the density of the beam;
• 퐸 is the effective young modulus for compression along 푧;
• 퐴 = ℎ푤 is the area of the cross-section of the beam;
• 퐼 = ℎ푤3∕12 is the moment of inertia of the beam cross-section;
• 푓 (푧) is an external linear force density acting on the beam.
The left-side of Eq.3.1 describes the inertial properties of the beam, while the right-side
describes the forces acting over the beam, internal forces, such as the restoration force given by
the beam elesticity, and external forces, imposed by other agents. This equation is accompanied
by the boundary conditions describing clamped and free ends:
Free end: 휕2푢
휕푧2
= 0 and 휕3푢
휕푧3
= 0 (3.2)
Clamped end: 푢 = 0 and 휕푢
휕푧
= 0 (3.3)
As mentioned we will study singly and doubly clamped waveguides, seen in Fig.3.1a). Solv-
ing Eq.3.1 for a doubly clamped beam (beam clamped at both its ends), at 0 and 퐿푑 under a
constant linear force density, 퐹 , we can study some of its implications:
푢(푧) = 퐹퐿
4
24퐸퐼
( 푧
퐿
)2( 푧
퐿
− 1
)2
. (3.4)
This means that longer (퐿) beams are easier to bend, while wider (퐼) beams are harder to bend,
and finally that beams made out of stiffer materials (퐸) are harder to bend. As can be seen in
Fig.3.1 the displacement increases as we distance ourselves from the clamping points. The same
kind o reasoning is valid for singly clamped waveguides.
In our discussion here we will use the typical parameters:
• Length for doubly clamped waveguides, 퐿푑 = 50 µm
• Length for singly clamped waveguides, 퐿푠 = 20 µm
• Thickness h = 250 nm
• Width w = 400 nm
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Figure 3.1: a) Singly-clamped and doubly-clamped beam deformed under external force, b)
cross-section of our waveguide
• Density 휌 = 2330 kg∕m3
• Young’s Modulus E = 162GPa
• Optical power P = 1mW
In Tab.3.1 it is shown the displacement generated by the static optomechanical forces dis-
cussed in the previous chapter. We can see that despite having the same order of magnitude the
eigenmode force generates bigger displacements than the beating force, specially in the doubly
clamped geometry. It is particularly bad for us because ideally we would like to distinguish the
effects of the beating force from the effects of the eigenmode forces.
Table 3.1: Static displacement generated by 1mW optomechanical forces
Geometry disp.
TMAS eig.
force (pm)
disp. TM
bea. force
(pm)
Doubly Clamped 30 0.1
Singly Clamped 130 23
The treatment here is not exactly complete, it describes just the horizontal displacement
of the beam. We can write a similar equation for the displacement 푣(푧) along the vertical (y)
direction, where the role of 푤 and ℎ is exchanged.
Normal modes
Detecting small static shifts is harder than detecting small oscillatory signals, stimulating us to
modulate our forces. These oscillatory forces would be used to ressonantly excite the vibration
modes of the waveguides, providing an amplification with respect to the static case due to their
mechanical quality factor. The liberty of adressing different mechanical modes opens space to
engineer situations where the effects of the beating force can be clearly distinguished from the
effects of the eigenmode forces.
The motion of the beam can be decomposed in normal modes of vibration. In order to find
these modes we can solve the homogeneous part of Eq.3.1 using the method of separation of
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variables. Initially we neglect dissipation effects, introducing them phenomenologically. As-
suming a solution with the format:
푢푖(푧, 푡) = 푈푖(푧)푇푖(푡),
where 푈푖(푧) is adimensional, and 푇푖(푡) caries units of displacement.
Applying this to Eq.3.1, we get:
푇̈푖 + Ω2푖 푇푖 = 0,
휕4푈푖
휕푧4
+ 푘4푖푈푖 = 0, (3.5)
where the relation between Ω푖 and 푘푖, respectively the frequency and the wavenumber of the 푖th
mode is:
푘4푖 = Ω
2
푖
휌퐴
퐸퐼
. (3.6)
The general solution of Eq.3.5 is:
푇푖(푡) = 퐴푒푖Ω푖푡 + 퐵푒−푖Ω푖푡, (3.7)
푈푖(푧) = 퐶 cos(푘푖푧) +퐷 sin(−푘푖푧) + 퐸 cosh(푘푖푧) + 퐹 sinh(−푘푖푧). (3.8)
Applying the clamped end condition at 푧 = 0 and 푧 = 퐿 (doubly-clamped geometry):
퐶 + 퐸 = 0,
퐷 + 퐹 = 0, (3.9)
퐶(cos(푘푖퐿) − cosh(푘푖퐿)) +퐷(sin(푘푖퐿) − sinh(푘푖퐿)) = 0,
−퐶(sin(푘푖퐿) + sinh(푘푖퐿)) +퐷(cos(푘푖퐿) − cosh(푘푖퐿)) = 0, (3.10)
rendering the solution:
퐷 = 퐶
sin(푘푖퐿) + sinh(푘푖퐿)
cos(푘푖퐿) − cosh(푘푖퐿)
, (3.11)
with 푘푖 being determined by the transcendental equation:
cos(푘푖퐿) cosh(푘푖퐿) = 1. (3.12)
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The frequency of the fundamental mode is around 0.54MHz. As 푘퐿 increases cosh(푘퐿) in-
creases exponentially, in such a way that Eq.3.12 tends to cos(푘퐿) ≈ 0. In this regime the
wavenumber increases by units of 휋.
The normalized mode profiles for the first modes of the doubly clamped beam are presented
in Fig.3.2. Additional information about these resonances is presented in Tab.3.2. They were
calculated using typical parameters specified above. The mode profiles of higher order modes
in Fig.3.2 are closer to sinusoidal functions, solutions of a string.
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Figure 3.2: Mode profile of the first 3 horizontal mechanical modes
Considering vertical oscillations, we know that the ratio between the vertical and the hori-
zontal normal mode frequencies is given by
푅 =
퐼푣퐴ℎ
퐼ℎ퐴푣
= ℎ
2
푤2
. (3.13)
For our typical dimension we have 푅 = 0.4, as ℎ < 푤. Meaning that the vertical modes have
lower frequencies and larger displacements than the horizontal ones.
Forced dynamics
The ensemble of resonances of the beam is a complete basis for its motion. Constraining our-
selves to horizontal oscillations, any configuration of the beam, 푢, can be expanded as the sum
of different modes:
푢(푧, 푡) =
∑
푖
푈푖(푧)푇푖(푡). (3.14)
This expansion is unique, because the different mode profiles are orthogonal to each other:
휌퐴∫
퐿
0
푈푖(푧)푈푗(푧)푑푧 = 훿푖,푗푚eff푖 , (3.15)
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where 푚eff푖 is the effective mass of the mode 푖.
A priori the normalization is arbitrary, nevertheless a common choice is to attribute the value
1 to the maximal displacement. The values for the effective mass in Tab.3.2 were calculated
using this normalization.
Table 3.2: Resonance information doubly clamped
푘퐿 2휋∕푘 (µm) Ω∕2휋(MHz) 푚eff (pg) 푥푡ℎ (pm)
4.73 66.42 1.37 4.62 109.87
7.85 40.00 3.78 5.11 37.88
11.00 28.57 7.41 5.09 19.36
14.14 22.22 12.25 5.09 11.71
17.28 18.18 18.30 5.09 7.84
Table 3.3: Resonance information singly clamped
푘퐿 2휋∕푘 (µm) Ω∕2휋(MHz) 푚eff (pg) 푥푡ℎ (pm)
1.88 67.02 1.35 1.17 222.72
4.69 26.77 8.44 1.17 35.54
7.85 16.00 23.64 1.17 12.69
11.00 11.43 46.32 1.17 6.48
14.14 8.89 76.57 1.17 3.92
Using this expansion we can break the problem of the dynamics under an external force,
퐹 (푧, 푡) into a series of simpler problems involving each mode separately. In order to determine
how a given mode 푖 responds to this force we multiply Eq.3.1 by푈푖, and integrate over퐿. Using
Eq.3.15 we arrive to a forced harmonic oscillator equation for the mode amplitude, 푇푖:
푇̈푖 + Ω2푖 푇푖 =
푓푖(푡)
푚푒푓푓 ,푖
, (3.16)
where
푓푖(푡) = ∫
퐿
0
푈푖(푧)퐹 (푧, 푡)푑푧 (3.17)
is the force projected over the mode of interest.
In order to better describe our physical system we can add a phenomenological dissipative
term proportional to 푇̇ :
푇̈푖 + Γ푖푇̇푖 + Ω2푖 푇푖 =
푓푖(푡)
푚eff푖
, (3.18)
where Γ푖 is the decay rate of the 푖th mode. The nature of this dissipation will be the subject of
Section 3.2.
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Solving Eq.3.18 in the frequency domain we obtain
푇푖(휔′) = 휒푖(휔′)푓푖(휔′), (3.19)
where 휒푖 is the susceptibility of the 푖th mode, given by :
휒푖(휔′) =
1
푚eff푖
(
(Ω2푖 − 휔′2) + 푖휔′Γ푖
) . (3.20)
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Figure 3.3: Susceptibility of the fundamental mode, and lorentzian approximation of the sus-
ceptibility. It was used 푄 = 10 in the graphs.
In the regime of a good oscillator, with Ω푖 >> Γ푖, we can approximate the mechanical
susceptibility by two lorentizian responses centered in negative and positive frequencies as can
be seen in Fig.3.3:
휒푖(휔′) ≈
1
푚eff푖 Ω푖
(
1
2(Ω푖 + 휔′) + 푖Γ푖
+ 1
2(Ω푖 − 휔′) + 푖Γ푖
)
. (3.21)
Now that we have the mechanical susceptibility we can calculate the motion generated by
different forces.
In the next subsection wewill use themechanical susceptibility to study themotion generated
by two different kinds of force actuating on our devices. The first one are coherent forces that
the optical field exerts over the waveguides. The second one is the incoherent force that the
environment exerts over the waveguides inducing Brownian motion.
Optomechanical forces
The optomechanical forces studied in the last section are deterministic and coherent, they can be
represented as a closed function of time. Considering the ressonant excitation of a given mode,
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with Ω푖 >> Γ푖, the displacement is given by:
푇푖(휔′) =
푓푖
푚eff푖
훿(휔′ − Ω푖)√
Γ2(Ω2푖 − Γ2∕4)
≈
푓푖푄푖
푚eff푖 Ω2푖
훿(휔′ − Ω푖). (3.22)
푄푖 = Ω푖∕Γ푖 is the mechanical quality factor, indicating how many times the system can oscillate
before its amplitude falls by a factor of 푒−1. As expected the displacement falls for higher order
modes, with higher frequencies.
Using Eq. 3.6:
푓푖
푚푒푓푓 ,푖Ω2푖
=
퐾푖
휌퐴Ω2푖
=
퐾푖
퐸퐼푘4푖
=
퐾푖퐿4
퐸퐼푎4푖
, (3.23)
where 퐾푖 = ∫
퐿
0 푈푖(푧)퐹 (푧,푡)푑푧
∫ 퐿0 푈푖(푧)푈푖(푧)푑푧 is the normalized force overlap and 푎푖 = 푘푖퐿, we can write:
푇푖(휔′) =
퐾푖
푎4푖
푄푖퐿4
퐸퐼
훿(휔′ − 휔푀 ), (3.24)
or, in the time domain:
|푇푖(푡)| = 1퐸 12퐿4ℎ푤3 퐾푖푄푖푎4푖 (3.25)
In Eq.3.25 the first factor accounts for the dependence on the device material, as we will use
silicon, it is not interesting to discuss this dependency. The second term describes how the dis-
placement scales with the geometry of our device, again we expect to have bigger displacements
for longer and narrower waveguides. Finally the third term acounts for mode dependent proper-
ties, sucha as, 푎4푖 , that increases with the mode order, indicating that higher order modes present
much smaller displacements, the normalized force overlap, 퐾푖 and 푄푖 is the quality factor that
we will dscuss in the next section.
Grouping all the known terms until now we can write the displacement as:
|푇푖(푡)| = 퐷푖푄푖 (3.26)
The results for 퐷푖 for the fundamental modes is presented on Tab.3.4.
Considering again the effect of the TMAS eigenmode force generated by 1mW of opti-
cal power, 퐹 (푧) = 4 pN∕µm and the beating force for the TM modes, 퐹 (푧) = 3.5 pN∕µm ×
cos(휋푧∕퐿푏 + 휙0), with 퐿푏 = 1.88 µm:
We can clearly see that the ratio between the displacement generated by the beating and by
the eigenmode forcs is very similar to the static case, with the exception that the beating force
effects are even smaller for the double clamped geometry
The eigenmode forces are uniform over the z direction, in such a way that the normalized
overlap doesn’t depend on the length of the waveguides. The same is not valid for the beating
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Table 3.4: Fundamental mode resonant displacement, 퐷1, generated by 1mW optomechanicalforces Geometry disp.
TMAS eig.
force (pm)
disp. TM
bea. force
(pm)
Doubly Clamped 305 0.04
Singly Clamped 375 26
force, that presents an intrinsic legth scale, the beating length, 퐿푏. In Fig.3.4 we can see that the
overlap decreases with 퐿∕퐿푏 for the singly clamped waveguides.
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Figure 3.4: Value of 퐾푖
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maximized by the phase(휙), with varying ratio 퐿∕퐿푏 for our singly
clamped beam, with 퐿푏 = 1.88 µm.
For the doubly-clamped waveguides the tendance is similar, with the difference that it falls
with 퐿3∕퐿3푏.
For the fundamental mode of a singly clamped beam the displacement increases with the
distance from the clamped end. The overlap integral of the beating force with this mode is such
that as we integrate from the clamped end to the free one the positive parts are roughly cancelled
by the negative ones. This cancellation isn’t perfect because of the derivative of the mode profile.
The normalized force overlap actuating at the singly clamped beam is mostly determined by the
product of the force intensity by the derivative of the mode profile at its free end.
In a doubly clamped beam the mode profile of the fundamental mode reaches a maximum
in the middle of the beam, presenting a parabolic profile in this region. As before, the region
of maximum displacement is the most important for Eq. 3.17. However, in this case the first
derivative is zero, in such a way that deviations from a perfect cancelation of the effects of
an oscillatory force come from higher order terms, explaining the different scaling properties
between the doubly and the singly clamped beams.
In summary singly clampedwaveguides seem to be amuch better choice than doubly clamped
waveguides. As the length of the waveguides increases the displacement increases as well, but
the effect of the eigenmode forces become more important than the effect of the beating force.
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Brownian forces
Our oscillator is interacting with the environment around it, and from a microscopic perspective
this interaction is quite complex. For example, at atmospheric pressure it is constantly collid-
ing with a large number of particles. The interaction with this bath of particles generates two
closely related effects. The first is the transfer of energy to the particles of the bath, dissipating
energy from the oscillator. The second is the transfer of the random nature of the collisions to
the motion of the oscillator, giving rise to fluctuations in the displacement, characterizing the
Brownian motion, whose the average square amplitude is proportional to the temperature, T, of
the atmosphere surrounding the device.
This example is a particular case of the more general fluctuation-dissipation theorem, that
connects energy loss and fluctuations [31]. We will see that even in vacuum our device still
presents several loss mechanisms, meaning that it will still have a randon motion due to tem-
perature related fluctuations, during the work we will always refer to this motion as "Brownian
motion", even when we talk about systems in vacuum.
The first effect, the dissipation, is well described by a dissipative force opposing the velocity
of the oscillator:
퐹푑푖푠푠 = −Γ푇̇ . (3.27)
The second effect, the fluctuations, can’t be described by forces with a closed form. It is inher-
ently probabilistic, and the most common approaches to deal with it are Fokker-Plank equations
or Langevin equations.
In the Fokker-Plank approach the state of the system is not described by a set of degrees of
freedom in a configuration space, but by a probability density defined over this configuration
space. The dynamics is described by a Master or Fokker-Plank equation, that describes the
evolution of this probability density, in which one can model the effects of the interaction with
the bath. The effect of the fluctuations is modeled as a diffusion term for the probability [32].
The other approach is to adapt the known differential equations to describe the evolution
of averages and correlations of the degrees of freedom; these are called Langevin equations
[30]. The fluctuation effects are described now by a random force, 푓푟 that, despite not having a
deterministic form, has well defined averages and correlations:
average: ⟨푓푟⟩ = 0 (3.28)
correlation: ⟨푓푟(푡)푓푟(푡′)⟩ = 퐶훿(푡 − 푡′) (3.29)
or, in the frequency domain:
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average: ⟨푓푟(휔′)⟩ = 0 (3.30)
correlation: ⟨|푓푟(휔′)|2⟩ = 퐶 (3.31)
These equations model the Brownian force as white noise, it doesn’t favor any given di-
rection, and it is incoherent in the oscillator timescale. This framework is an approximation,
that is good because the dynamics of the oscillator is much slower than the dynamics of the
environment around it.
Eq.3.31 is related to the definition of the force spectral density, 푆푓푓 :
푆푓푓 (휔) =
1
2휋 ∫
∞
−∞
⟨푓푟(푡)푓푟(푡 + 휏)⟩푒−푖휔휏푑휔 = 12휋 ⟨|푓푟(휔′)|2⟩ = 퐶2휋 . (3.32)
Calculating the displacement of the oscillator under this force, we would have:
⟨푇푖(휔′)⟩ = 휒(휔′)⟨푓푟(휔′)⟩ = 0 (3.33)⟨|푇푖(휔′)|2⟩, = |휒(휔′)|2⟨|푓푟(휔′)|2⟩ = 퐶푚2푒푓푓 ,푖((Ω2푖 − 휔′2)2 + 휔′2Γ2푖 ) . (3.34)
The average displacement is null, but the spectral density is different than zero.
The Brownian force is modeled to respect the equipartition theorem, so each degree of free-
dom of the oscillator must have average energy 푘푏푇 ∕2 when subject only to the Brownian force.
Calculating the average elastic energy according to Eq. 3.34:
퐸푒푙 = 푚푒푓푓 ,푖
Ω2푖
2
⟨푥2⟩, (3.35)
and using:
⟨푥2⟩ = 1
2휋 ∫
∞
−∞
|휒(휔′)|2⟨|푓푟(휔′)|2⟩푑휔′ ≈ ∫ ∞−∞ 퐶휋푚2푒푓푓 ,푖Ω2푖 푑휔
′
4(Ω푖 − 휔′)2 + Γ2푖 )
=
퐶
2푚2푒푓푓 ,푖Ω
2
푖Γ푖
, (3.36)
we finally get:
퐸푒푙 =
퐶
4푚푒푓푓 ,푖Γ푖
. (3.37)
Note that in Eq. 3.36 we have approximated the response of the oscillator by a Lorentzian. In
order to do so we need to have Ω푖∕Γ푖 > 10. When this condition is not satisfied the expressions
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for the force are more complicated, but in essence describe the same physics.
Using the equipartition theorem 퐸푒푙 = 푘퐵푇 ∕2:
퐶 = 2푘퐵푇Γ푖푚푒푓푓 ,푖, (3.38)
we can finally write the displacement spectral density, 푆푇푇 :
푆푇푇 (휔) =
푘퐵푇
휋푚푒푓푓 ,푖
Γ(
(Ω2푖 − 휔′2)2 + 휔′2Γ2
) . (3.39)
In order to gain some feeling about the scales we are dealing with, it is worth calculating the
average square displacement of the first order mode discussed in the previous section. Using
Ω = 500 kHz, 푚eff = 7.4 pg, 푘퐵 = 1.38 × 10−23 J∕K, and 푇 = 300K, we have:
√⟨푥2⟩ =√ 푘퐵푇
푚effΩ2
= 222 pm. (3.40)
Since the average square displacement falls as the frequency of the modes increase, the funda-
mental mode is the one with the largest displacement due to Brownian motion.
Knowing the geometry of our device we can calculate the Brownian motion displacement
spectral amplitude. It can be compared with the measured optical power spectral density as a
mean to calibrate the transduction of the mechanical displacement into optical power.
3.2. Dissipation
In our work we deal with two different environments, vacuum, and atmospheric pressure. In this
section we are going to discuss the main mechanism of loss in each of these environments. The
review article by M. Imboden [33] was used as a guide to this subject, here we will focus on
the case of a singly clamped waveguide 20 µm long 1. In vacuum, the main dissipation mech-
anisms are surface losses, anchor losses to the substrate, and thermo-elastic damping. Under
atmospheric pressure, the interaction with the atmosphere is the dominant loss mechanism.
Along this section we use the parameters indicated in Tab.6.2.
Anchor Loss
When we solved the Euler-Bernoulli equation for the beam, we assumed a rigid end boundary
condition. Realistically it isn’t true, the base of the beam is deformed as well, coupling the
mechanical resonances to the continuum of acoustic propagation modes in the substrate. The
frequency of our waveguides is quite low, considering the speed of sound for transverse waves in
silicon, 푣푇 = 5.4 × 103m∕s, the waves generated by the even fundamental mode with frequency
1In this section we are more interested in the determination of the dominant loss mechanism, depending on the
device geometry, in such a way that the content can be easily translated to the doubly clamped geometry.
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Table 3.5: Material parameters for mechanical loss estimation
Name Symbol Value
Density 휌 2330 kg∕m3
Young Modulus 퐸 162GPa
Poisson Ratio 휈 0.28
Dilatation Coefficient 훼 2.6 × 10−6K−1
Vol. Specifc Heat 퐶푝 1.63 × 106 J∕KThermal Conductivity 휅 90W∕K
Thermal Difusivity 퐷 휅∕퐶푝Temperature 푇 300K
Sur. Dissipation Coeff. 퐸푆 1.2N∕mAir viscosity 휇푎푖푟 1.846 × 10−5 Pa sAtmospheric Pressure 푃 105 Pa
1370 kHz would have a wavelength around 2.5 cm, much bigger than the chip thickness, which
is around 500 µm.
This regime for in-plane (horizontal) oscillations is discussed in [34]. According to their
treatment the deformation of the base is caused mainly by the shear force (third derivative of the
displacement 푢) acting in the transverse direction. Their results are derived for substrates with
the same thickness as the beams, but they argue that they are valid for systems like ours because
the wavelength of the outgoing waves is much bigger than the thickness of the chip in such away
that the outgoing waves are uniform along 푦.
Using the model developed in [34] the quality factor scales like:
푄푎푛푐ℎ표푟 ∝ 퐿3∕푤3, (3.41)
.
For a device with the typical dimensions discussed before, 푄푎푛푐ℎ표푟 = 8 × 105 or Γ ≈ 0.6Hz.
Another regime is discussed in reference [35], where the substrate is considered infinite. It
predicts even higher quality factors, scaling with 푄 ∝ (퐿∕푤)4. Numerical estimates using
COMSOL Multphysics® simulations disagree with both of these models, indicating that the
relative thickness between the waveguide and the chip is an important factor, with 푄푎푛푐ℎ표푟 ∝
퐿3ℎ∕푤3ℎ푝, for our typical parameters we would have 푄푎푛푐ℎ표푟 ∼ 109.
One of the main difficulties of modelling the anchor loss in COMSOL Multphysics® simu-
lations is that we were not able to determine the right boundary condition in the interface of the
chip with its support. If the waves are mostly reflected the thin slab model is more suitable, if
most of the waves are transmitted the bulk model should be more suitable.
Thermo-elastic damping
Again when we solved Euler-Bernoulli equation we have assumed that our beam was made of
a perfectly elastic material, where stress is proportional to strain. This is not exactly true, and
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there are several phenomena that don’t respect this property; one example is thermoelasticity.
Thermal expansion, where temperature generates strain within a solid, is a well known prop-
erty. Indeed what is occurring is that heat can generate work through the thermal expansion.
Conversely part of the work in a compression is transformed in heat, characterizing the thermo-
mechanical coupling.
A compression, 휖, increases the thermal energy density,퐻 , by
Δ퐻
Δ푡
= 퐸훼Δ휖
Δ푡
, (3.42)
where 퐸 is the Young modulus, and 훼 is the thermal expansion coefficient.
In general, when our beam is oscillating half of its cross-section is being compressed while
the other half is being extended. The thermomechanical coupling generates a positive heat
source in the first half, and a negative heat source in the second half. These heat sources are pro-
portional to the beam speed, creating temperature gradients and as consequence thermal forces
due to thermal expansion.
Figure 3.5: Strain variation generates heat, heat generates temperature gradients, that generate
thermal forces, that act over the strain, closing the thermomechanical coupling cycle
The effect and the strength of these forces depend on the ratio between the mechanical fre-
quency Ω, and the cross-section thermal relaxation time 휏푇 = 푤2∕(휋2퐷). In the low frequency
regime, where Ω휏푇 << 1 the effect is negligible, because the heating rate is too small to create
an important temperature gradient.
In the high frequency regime, where Ω휏푇 >> 1, the temperature gradient generated is large,
but it is in quadrature with the heat sources because heat has no time to flow . In such a way
that the thermal forces generated by the temperature gradient are in quadrature with the speed
of the oscillator, meaning that they act as conservative forces, not dissipating any energy. These
forces are in opposition of phase with the position of the oscillator. They can be modeled as an
increase in the Young modulus given by Δ퐸ℎ푖푔ℎ = 퐸2훼2푇 ∕퐶푝.
In the medium frequency regime, where Ω휏푇 ∼ 1, there is a trade-off between the thermal
gradient and the time needed to establishes a heat flux, maximizing the thermoelastic loss. In this
regime the thermal force is not exactly in quadrature, neither exactly in phase with the oscillator
speed, meaning that it presents both a conservative and a dissipative component.
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For our typical parameters 휏 = 300 ps, in such a way that for the fundamental mode Ω휏푇 ∼
10−3, indicating that we are in the low frequency regime.
Using the results of [36] we can estimate the thermoelastic quality factor to be:
푄푇퐻−퐸퐿 = 10
퐶푝퐷
퐸훼2푇
√
휌
퐸
퐿2
푤3
. (3.43)
For our waveguides, 푄푇퐻−퐸퐿 ∼ 2 ∗ 106.
Surface losses
In general, micro cantilevers present quality factors much smaller than the limits given by the
losses previously discussed. Usually this is attributed to surface effects such as defects in the
crystalline network due to the manufacturing process, non-passivated bonds on the surface, and
oxide growth. Several experiments indicate that thermal treatments like annealing can severely
diminish the importance of such phenomena [37, 38]. Surface treatments such as oxidation of
the surface followed by oxide removal have shown good results as well [34].
The quality factor depends essentially on the surface to volume ratio of the oscillator. There-
fore, differently from the previous mechanisms, for this one the quality factor doesn’t depend on
the length of the beam [34]:
푄푠푢푟 =
퐸
2퐸푆
푤ℎ
3ℎ +푤
(3.44)
where 퐸푆 is a phenomenological parameter that models the surface loss.
In [34] the fabrication techniques are similar to the ones we use. Using the parameters mea-
sured in that work, we would expect 푄푠푢푟 ∼ 5000.
Under vacuum the surface losses are the main dissipation mechanism, being much bigger
than both thermoelastic damping, and anchor losses
Fluid Losses
Previously we have discussed only mechanisms independent from the fluid in which our device
is immersed. But it is relevant to describe the losses due to the interaction with air at atmospheric
pressure.
Following the review article, [33], fluid losses are, in general, discussed in two regimes:
viscous and molecular. The separation between them is given by the ratio of the mean free path,
푙푓 , of themedium, and the dimensions in which flow is considered, in our case the cross-sectional
dimensions of the guides, 푤, ℎ and 푔 2
2For simplicity we choose not to adress squeeze film damping here, because it affects mostly the oddmechanical
modes, where the two waveguides move in opposite directions. As discussed in section 3.3 we are mostly interested
in the even mechanical modes because they are excited by the beating force.
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In the viscous regime the mean free path is much smaller than the considered dimensions.
The fluid around the oscillator can be modeled as a continuum fluid with a certain viscosity.
This is possible due to the large number of collisions that occur between the particles, which
eliminates the correlation between the movement of these particles.
At the molecular limit the same is not true, 푙푓 is much larger than the dimensions considered.
In this regime it is more interesting to treat the medium as a set of particles with rectilinear
trajectories, independent of each other.
For air at atmospheric pressure conditions we have 푙푓 ∼ 70 nm, which is of the order of
the typical cross-sectional distances of our device. We are then in a rather complicated regime,
where the limits discussed above do not apply exactly. The particles suffer few collisions, so
that their movements are still somehow correlated.
Using the expressions in reference [33] we can estimate the loss in our typical oscillator. In
the viscous regime:
푄푣푖푠푐 ∼
푤
√
퐸휌
3.8휇
(
ℎ
퐿
)2
, (3.45)
and for the molecular regime:
푄푚표푙 ∼ 500
√
퐸휌
푃
(
ℎ
퐿
)2
. (3.46)
Using the parameters of our device, 푄푣푖푠푐 ∼ 17 and 푄푚표푙 ∼ 15.
The proximity of the parameters allow us to estimate the loss due to the atmosphere to be
on the order of 푄 ∼ 2, meaning that at atmospheric pressure it is by far the dominant loss
mechanism. In both regimes 푄푎푡푚 ∝
(
ℎ
퐿
)2. These calculations are true for the fundamental
mode, and the quality factor tends to increase as the mode order increases.
We see, then, that the effects of the interaction with the atmosphere are much stronger than
the other loss mechanisms, affecting strongly even the frequency of the modes.
Summary
At atmospheric pressure the loss to the fluid is dominant and the quality factor of the fundamental
mode is on the order of 푄 ∼ 2, scaling with 푄 ∝ (푤
퐿
)2. Using this, the displacement induced
by the beating force would scale like:
|푇0(푡)| ≈ 80 fm ∝ (푤퐿)2 퐿퐸퐼퐿3푏 . (3.47)
The dependence with 1∕퐿 indicates that there is some maximum, for lengths smaller than 퐿 =
80 um. Nevertheless the amplitude of motion seems to bemuch smaller than the amplitude under
vacuum.
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In vacuum, the dominant loss mechanism are probably surface losses, and using data from
similarly fabricated devices we can estimate, 푄 ∼ 5000. The quality factor scales with 푄 ∝
푤ℎ
3ℎ+푤
. Using this the displacement induced by the beating force would scale like:
|푇0(푡)| ≈ 200 pm ∝ 푤ℎ3ℎ +푤 퐿퐸퐼퐿3푏 , (3.48)
motivating us to fabricate long waveguides in order to increase the effects of the beating force.
Even in these condition, however, we see that the displacement is close to the one expected from
the Brownian motion.
Finally, we note that there are several other mechanisms of mechanical dissipation in Silicon.
Some have their origin in the bulk, such as phonon-phonon, electron-phonon, and phonon im-
purity interactions, in addition to the movement of defects in the stress field. These are usually
the last limit when searching for a high Q, being more important in macroscopic oscillators with
a small surface/volume ratio. Nonetheless in the regime in which we work, other mechanism
are dominant.
3.3. Strongly Coupled Waveguides
Previously we have discussed the motion of a single beam, but we are interest in a CWG device,
formed by two beams parallel to each other. If the two beams are not physically coupled, the
mechanical modes of the two beams are degenerated. We can choose to define even and odd
modes as a basis to describe their motion.
In our devices the two beams are attached to the same substrate, creating a coupling that
breaks the degeneracy of the modes. If the coupling is symmetric under x-inversion the new
modes can be classified as even and odd. Using COMSOL Multphysics® simulations with the
two waveguides clamped to a same block we can estimate the frequence splitting, the difference
in frequency, between even and odd modes to be smaller than 1 kHz.
The eigenmode forces are odd with respect to inversion around the x-direction, exciting odd
mechanical modes (beams oscillating in opposite directions). The beating force is even under
the same operation, exciting even mechanical modes.
If the splitting is smaller than the linewidth of the modes their frequency responses overlap,
when it happens it is hard to determine if the signal was generated rather by the eigenmode forces
exciting the odd mechanical mode, or if it was generated by the beating force exciting the even
mechanical mode. It is an important problem since the effects of the eigenmode forces are much
bigger than the effects generated by the beating force.
Another possible issue is the case where the beams are slightly different, having different os-
cillation frequencies. In our devices the asymmetries in the width of the fabricated devices where
smaller than 1%, considering that the frequencies are proportional to 푤3∕2 we would expect the
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Figure 3.6: Comparison between free and coupled beams. The odd fundamental mode is
strongly affected, while the even fundamental mode is little affected by the addition of a small
link between the waveguides.
assimetries in frequency to be smaller than 1.5%, on the order of 5 kHz for the fundamental
mode. Being possibly larger than the linewidth of the modes in vacuum ∼ 500Hz. Again as
these modes wouldn’t have a well defined parity, they would be excited both by the eigenmode
and by the beating forces.
At atmospheric pressure the linewidth is certainly bigger than both the splitting and the
asymmetry. At atmospheric pressure the linewidth is probably limited by surface losses, with
휅∕2휋 ∼ 100 kHz in such a way that the asymmetry effects would be dominant.
Increasing the mechanical coupling between the two waveguides makes the two oscilation
modes to have a better defined parity. It motivates us to engineer a way to strongly couple the
waveguides in such a way to mitigate the asymmetry effects.
Our solution was to link the two waveguides by a small bridge, 100 nm thick in the free-end
of the beams for the singly clamped geometry, and in the middle of the beams for the doubly
clamped geometry, effectively creating clamping points for the oddmodes, while the evenmodes
are not much affected, as shown in Fig.3.6. Placing this bridge in the middle of the waveguide
increases the fundamental odd mode frequency by a factor on the order of 4. This new funda-
mental odd mode is similar to the second order odd mode of the free device. The even mode
frequency is less affected, as the bridge oscillates with the waveguides.
In Fig.3.7 we compare the simulated amplitude of oscillation of the fundamental mode gen-
erated by the eigenmodes and the beating forces for the doubly clamped device. As we have
already discussed, without the bridge the effects of the eigenmode forces are much greater than
the effects of the beating force, with the first completely masking the second.
The bridge ideally decouples the fundamental mode from the eigenmode forces, since the
fundamental mode becomes even. In the graph we see that there is still some oscillation ampli-
tude. Its due to small asymmetries in the mesh used to discretize our problem.
Even with the bridge, the effects of asymmetry is very important, in Fig.3.7, we see that for
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Figure 3.7: Maximum displacement generated by the beating and by the eigenmode forces
in a doubly clamped beam. In blue are indicated the displacements generated by the beating
force, and in red are indicated the displacements generated by the eigenmode forces. Lighter
colors indicate devices without the bridge linking the two devices while the darker ones indicate
devices with the bridge.
0.1% asymmetries, or 0.4 nm in the width of the waveguides the effects of the eigenmode forces
is already of the same order as the effects of the beating force. Using microscopy images we can
estimate the asymmetry of our waveguides as being on the order of 5 nm, or 1%, in the order
of the resist resolution, for such asymmetries the effect of the eigenmode forces is much bigger
than the effects of the beating force.
This issue is much less important in singly clamped beams, as can be seen in Fig.3.8. As
discussed in section 3.1, without the bridge the difference in the displacement generated by the
eigenmode and by the beating forces is much smaller, in such a way that the asymmetry effects
are less important as well. For 1% asymmetries the effects of the eigenmode forces is yet 2
orders of magnitude smaller than the effects of the beating force.
Unfortunately we were not able to fabricate long singly clamped waveguides. Besides that,
the free end of the waveguides reflected too much light generating other undesired forces as
discussed before. It has motivated us to explore new geometries, in between the singly and the
doubly clamped waveguides, such as the "Y-coupler" geometry.
3.4. "Y-coupler" geometry
A "Y-coupler" is a junction of two incoming waveguides in a single outcoming waveguide, it is
of vital importance for multiple applications such as the distribution of light through an array of
waveguides. The dimensions of the different waveguides stablish how much propagating optical
modes each waveguide sustains, while the geometry of the junction stablishes how smoothly
these modes will be matched.
Ideally in our device we would like to deconfine both the even and odd modes, generating the
least residual reflection possible. In Fig.3.9 we can see the CWG followed by the "Y-coupler"
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Figure 3.8: Maximum displacement generated by the beating and by the eigenmode forces in
a singly clamped beam. In blue are indicated the displacements generated by the beating force,
and in red are indicated the displacements generated by the eigenmode forces. Lighter colors
indicate devices without the bridge linking the two devices while the darker ones indicate devices
with the bridge.
to its right, it is formed by an approaching region and by a tappered region that has its end
clamped to the substrate. Before the "Y-coupler" the CWG sustain the TMS and the TMAS
modes, as the 400 nmwaveguides are approached these modes are converted, respectively, in the
fundamental and second order TM modes of a larger 800 nm waveguide, see Fig.2.8. Following
this union the outcoming waveguide is linearly tapered with its width going from 800 nm to
150 nm. According to Fig.2.6 the second order TM mode is deconfined around 500 nm, while
at the end of the taperred region the fundamental TM mode is almost deconfined minimizing its
refletion at the waveguide clamped end.
CWG
Disk
Microcavity
Y-coupler
Inverted Taper
Figure 3.9: Image of "Y-coupler" geometry device over image of the designed mask. At the
center we see the CWG section, followed to its right by the "Y-coupler". We can see as well: the
disk microcavity that will be used to detect the evenmodes displacement, the intended anchoring
region that at first it was suposed to be fixed to the substrate, and finally the inverted taper
region designed to ennhance the coupling of light from a tappered optical fiber to our integrated
waveguides.
This geometry has multiple advantages over the singly and the doubly clamped devices.
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In terms of the mechanical behavior of the device it provides the flexibility and resistance to
assymetry of the singly clamped geometry, as shown in Fig.3.103, while having the fabrication
robustness of the doubly clamped geometry, see section 5.6 in chapter 5. From the perspective
of the optical performance it reduces the amount of light reflected by the waveguides, reducing
the effects of parasitic forces, while increassing the coupling of light to the cavity that will be
used to measure the CWG motion, see chapter 4.
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Figure 3.10: Displacement generated by the eigenmode and by the beating force in a "Y-
coupler" beam geometry with optical cavity aside.
Nevertheless, this geometry has some disadvantages as well. It opens several new param-
eters, that are hard to optimize from a design perspective and even harder to control from a
fabrication standpoint, such as the "Y-coupler", and the final taper region profiles. Another seri-
ous disadvantage is that the mode profile of the waveguides is changed in the "Y-coupler" region,
being hard to calculate how these variations affect the forces in which we are interested.
3The "Y-coupler" device displacement is bigger than the singly clamped device displacement because here we
have considered the entire device (with the anchoring and the inverted taper region), and not only the idealized CWG
section. As it makes the device longer the frequency of the fundamental mode diminishes while its displacement
increases
4. Experimental Methods
In Chapter 1 we have studied how the eletromagnetic field generates forces in waveguides. In
Chapter 2 we have studied how these forces lead to displacements. In this section we are going
to study how we can use light to measure these small displacements.
Here we are going to discuss some transduction techniques used in optomechanics. They all
fit somehow the following description: the movement of some structure, modulates how light
is transmitted/reflected, in such a way that the output optical signal caries information about
the movement of the structure, one of the simplest examples can be seen in [39]. At the end
we choose to use near field cavity transduction due to our group expertise [40], focusing our
discussion in this topic.
4.1. Optomechanical Transduction Techniques
CWG transduction
The experiments by Li et al. [18] and by Roels et al. [19] that measured the effect of the eigen-
mode forces in CWG were quite similar. As can be seen in Fig.4.1 a) a pump laser was sent
into a CWG section, this laser was modulated with a frequency in resonance with the mechan-
ical modes of the waveguides exciting their relative motion through the eigenmode forces. In
order to measure this motion a probe laser in a different frequency is sent to the CWG section.
The relative movement between the two waveguides modulates their optical coupling between
the propagation eigenmodes of the two waveguides, affecting the measured probe transmission
signal.
It is possible to observe this sort of transduction effect in our device in the odd mechanical
modes, nevertheless we expect it to be very small for the even modes we intend to drive using
the beating force, since in the even mechanical modes there is almost no movement between the
two waveguide. Therefore, this technique is not suitable for our purposes.
Far-field transduction
Another form of transduction considered along our workwas far-field transduction, the technique
most commonly used in AFM. In our case it would work as follow: a laser beam is focused into
our device, the reflected beam is collected and sent into a detector sensitive to its spatial struc-
ture, such as a quadrant photodetector. Since the spatial structure of the reflected beam depends
on the disposition of the mechanical oscillator this allows us to measure the displacement of the
mechanical oscillator using the differential signal between the different quadrants of the pho-
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CWG
b)
a)
Figure 4.1: Images extracted from reference [18]. a) The pump and probe lasers are simulta-
neously injected into the CWG region in different directions, with the pump beam first passing
through an electro-optical modulator. The probe beam is filtered and then analysed with an op-
tical detector and an electrical spectrum analyser (ESA). b) Directional coupler transmission
spectrum (blue circles) and transduction coefficient due to the directional coupler (red circles).
todetector. Referece [41] presents an example of this technique, Fig.4.2 shows the experimental
setup used to measure the displacement of a nanowire through the reflection of a laser beam.
The main advantage of this technique is its flexibility. Different regions of the waveguide can
be measured, allowing for the construction of the mechanical intensity profiles of the different
mechanical modes. The main disadvantages in the context of our work is that our laboratory isn’t
optimal for sensitive free-optics measurements, and that the cross section of our device (<1um)
is also relatively small compared with the expected beam-spot of our laser (>1um).
Cavity transduction
Optical cavities are structures that support optical resonances, storing light through positive
interference. There are multiple kinds of optical cavities[42, 43], they can be formed by mirrors,
optical fibers, microdisks[44, 45, 46], and so on. What all these structures have in common is
that they can sustain confined eletromagnetic fields in certain frequencies, the optical modes of
the cavity.
The optical modes of a cavity are determined by the cavity geometry. If the geometry
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Figure 4.2: Image extracted from reference [41]. The measurement of the nanowire free-end dis-
placement 훿푥 is realized by means of a balanced split photo-diode (SPD). The voltage difference
between the quadrants is sent either to a Vectorial Network Analyzer (VNA) or to a spectrum
analyzer (SA).
changes, the optical mode change [11]. Using perturbation theory [47] one can show that the
first effect of the cavity deformation is a change in its optical eigenfrequencies proportional to its
deformation. Conversely the mechanical system suffers a force generated by the optical mode.
Parametrizing the mechanical deformation amplitude as 푥, the optical mode frequency shift,
훿휔, is given by:
ℏ훿휔 = ℏ퐺0푥, (4.1)
where 퐺0 is the optomechanical coupling factor. This model can be used to describe a wide
variety of systems ranging from nanobeam cavities weighing 100 ag to mirror on LIGOweighing
around 1 kg.
Here we are particularly interested in Near Field Optomechanical (NFO) systems [48, 40].
Where the optical resonance and the mechanical system are coupled through the near field of
the cavity. One of the main advantages of this class of integrated devices is that it decouples the
optical and the mechanical properties of the system allowing us a better optimization of them.
One of the disavantages is that the optomechanical coupling rates that are achievable are limited
with respect to the ones allowed by more integrated devices.
In our experiment we have chosen to use this kind of transduction. A microdisk cavity is
placed 200 nm aside our waveguides, in such a way that the optical field of the cavity feels the
movement of the waveguide region that is close to the cavity. In general we choose to place the
bridge between our waveguides around this point, making the system more sensitive to the even
modes than to the odd ones.
Summarizing, our idea is to send a pump laser into the waveguides andmodulate its intensity,
exciting different mechanical modes through the optomechanical forces. The displacement gen-
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erated by these forces will be measured through the modulation of a probe laser passing through
the microdisk cavity asside the waveguides.
4.2. Cavity transduction - Theory
Given that we are going to use cavity transductionwe need to understand it more deeply. We have
mentioned that the cavity optical modes frequencies depend on the position of the waveguides,
but in general we measure electrical currents generated by optical signals. How do we relate
these quantities?
In order to answer this question we need to understand how the optical transmission signal is
formed, (Input-Output theory), how this transmission signal is affected by the displacement of
our mechanical system, (Optomechanical transduction) and, finally, how this small modulated
optical signal is read (Power Spectral Density).
Input-Output formalism
In our experiments we couple light into our cavity through some sort of waveguide. This waveg-
uide is responsable for transporting light into and extracting light out of the cavity. This system
is described using input-output formalism in the context of coupled mode theory [49]. The
amplitude evolution of a certain optical mode is given by:
푎̇ =
(
푖Δ −
휅푒 + 휅푖
2
)
푎 + 푖
√
휅푒푎푖푛. (4.2)
In this equation:
• 푎 is the slowly varying (in timescales much larger than 휔−1푖푛 ) optical mode amplitude (ro-
tating wave frame).
• Δ = 휔표 − 휔푖푛 is the detuning between the optical mode frequency 휔표, and the input laser
frequency 휔푖푛.
• 휅푒 is the extrinsic dissipation rate of the optical mode. It describes how fast light goes
from the cavity to the waveguide, or conversely from the waveguide to the cavity, working
as a coupling coefficient between the cavity and the waveguide.
• 휅푖 is the intrinsic dissipation rate of the optical mode. It describes how fast light is lost
inside the cavity, by absorption or by other non-monitored channels, such as loss to the
free-space optical modes surrounding the cavity.
• 푎푖푛 is the incoming laser amplitude inside the waveguide.
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Figure 4.3: a) Fiber loop coupling light to amicrodisk cavity. b) Normalized optical transmission
spectrumwith 휅푖∕2휋 = 3GHz, or푄푖 ∼ 7.104, the blue, yellow and red lines indicate respectivelyundercoupled, criticaly coupled and overcoupled resonances.
It is important to notice the unit difference between 푎, and 푎푖푛. The optical amplitude square
norm |푎|2 is the energy [퐽 ] inside the cavity, while the square norm of |푎푖푛|2 is the incoming
power [퐽∕푠] inside the waveguide, explaining the form of the term 푖√휅푒푎푖푛 in Eq.4.2.
The solution of Eq.4.2 is:
푎 =
−2
√
휅푒
2Δ + 푖(휅푖 + 휅푒)
푎푖푛 (4.3)
As discussed, light goes from the waveguide to the cavity, and back to waveguide, interfering
with the incoming field, and giving origin to the output optical amplitude, 푎표푢푡, in the waveguide:
푎표푢푡 = 푎푖푛 + 푖
√
휅푒푎 (4.4)
In general what we actually measure in a direct transmission experiment is the output optical
power of the waveguide, |푎표푢푡|2. Considering a constant incoming power the solution for Eq.4.2
and Eq.4.4 is
푎표푢푡 =
2Δ + 푖(휅푖 − 휅푒)
2Δ + 푖(휅푖 + 휅푒)
푎푖푛. (4.5)
Using this we can define the amplitude transmission of the optical mode:
횝(Δ) =
푎표푢푡
푎푖푛
=
2Δ + 푖(휅푖 − 휅푒)
2Δ + 푖(휅푖 + 휅푒)
, (4.6)
and the, more used, intensity transmission of the optical mode:
푇 (Δ) =
|||||푎표푢푡푎푖푛
|||||
2
=
4Δ2 + (휅푖 − 휅푒)2
4Δ2 + (휅푖 + 휅푒)2
, (4.7)
indeed an inverted lorentzian over a flat background, see Fig.4.3. The linewidth of the cavity
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is given by 휅푖 + 휅푒. At Δ = 0 the transmission reaches its lowest level, defining the extinction
ratio, 푅 = 1 − 푇 (Δ = 0) = 1 − (휅푖−휅푒
휅푖+휅푒
)2.
For 휅푒 < (>)휅푖 The system is considered undercoupled (overcoupled), meaning that the
coupling between the waveguide and the cavity is smaller (larger) than the intrinsic cavity dis-
sipation rate. When 휅푒 = 휅푖 the system is critically coupled, see Fig.4.3. Beginning at the
undercoupled regime the extinction ratio,푅would increase as we approach the critical coupling
condition, reaching a maximum value of 1, and then decreasing as we distance ourselves from
this condition entering in the overcoupled regime.
One important figure of merit for our optical modes is the quality factor, defined as, 푄 =
휔표∕휅, where 휅 = 휅푖 + 휅푒 is the total dissipation rate, it indicates how many times the electrical
field oscilates inside the cavity before its energy falls by 푒−1. The quality factor depends mainly
on the nature of the modes. For microdisk cavities, modes with an higher azimutal number tend
to be better confined, having an higher Q-factor. For our 5 µm radius silicon microdisk cavities,
the quality factors vary from 103 to 105 depending on their nature. In general less confined
modes tend to be around the critical coupling regime, while better confined modes seem to be
in the undercoupled regime.
Optomechanical Transduction
In order to better analyze the optomechanical interaction let’s imagine a lossless cavity contain-
ing a certain amount of energy, |푎|2, in one of its modes:
|푎|2 = ℏ푁푝, (4.8)
where푁푝 is the number of photons inside the cavity.
As mentioned before in first order our mechanical system acts on our optical mode changing
its frequency, 훿휔 = 퐺표푚푥. The mechanical timescale is much slower than the optical one,
Ω << 휔, in such a way that for the photons inside the cavity the work provided by themechanical
mode, 푊표푚, is adiabatic and the average number of photons doesn’t change. This work acts
changing the frequency of the light inside the cavity:
푊표푚 = ℏ훿휔푁푝,
푊표푚 = ℏ퐺표푚푥푁푝. (4.9)
Conversely, we can infer that light generates a force in the mechanical system given by,푊표푚 =
−퐹표푚푥
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퐹표푚 = −ℏ퐺표푚푁푝,
퐹표푚 = −
퐺표푚
휔
|푎|2, (4.10)
showing that the optical field acts on the mechanical system as well. Considering that 푥 de-
scribes the motion of one mechanical mode we would have the following equations describing
our system:
푎̇ =
(
푖
(
Δ0 + 퐺표푚푥
)
−
휅푒 + 휅푖
2
)
푎 + 푖
√
휅푒푎푖푛, (4.11)
푚푒푓푓
(
푥̈ + Γ푥̇ + Ω2푥
)
= −
퐺표푚
휔
|푎|2. (4.12)
We can find a static solution, (푎̄, 푥̄), for our system, making (푎̇, 푥̇) = (0, 0). Where 푥̄ is the
new equilibrium position of the mechanical mode that was shifted by the electromagnetic force,
and 푎̄ is the new amplitude of the optical mode:
푎̄ =
−2
√
휅푒
2Δ̄ + 푖(휅푖 + 휅푒)
푎푖푛, (4.13)
where Δ̄ = Δ0 + 퐺표푚푥̄.
The signals we are interested in are small deviations around these average static positions,
(훿푎, 훿푥). Retaining just first order terms in 훿 we obtain the new equation system:
̇훿푎 =
(
푖Δ̄ −
휅푒 + 휅푖
2
)
훿푎 + 푖퐺표푚푎̄훿푥 (4.14)
푚푒푓푓
( ̈훿푥 + Γ ̇훿푥 + Ω2훿푥) = −퐺표푚
휔
(
푎̄훿푎∗ + 푎̄∗훿푎
)
. (4.15)
Passing to the frequency domain, denoting 퐴(휔′) as the Fourier transform of 퐴(푡):
푖휔′훿푎(휔′) =
(
푖Δ̄ −
휅푒 + 휅푖
2
)
훿푎(휔′) + 푖퐺표푚푎̄훿푥(휔′) (4.16)
푚푒푓푓
(
− 휔′2 + 푖휔′Γ + Ω2
)
훿푥(휔′) = −
퐺표푚
휔
(
푎̄(훿푎(−휔′))∗ + 푎̄∗훿푎(휔′)
)
, (4.17)
where we have used the Fourier transform property, 훿푎∗(휔′) = (훿푎(−휔′))∗.
Solving Eq.4.16:
훿푎(휔′) = −2푎̄
2
(
Δ̄ − 휔′
)
+ 푖(휅푒 + 휅푖)
퐺표푚훿푥(휔′), (4.18)
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showing that the mechanical motion is transduced into the optical field inside the cavity.
Our devices are deep in the non-resolved sideband regime 1, 휅 >> Ω (4GHz >> 1MHz).
Thismeans that the optical intensity timescale, 1∕휅, is much faster than themechanical timescales
given by 1∕Ω, allowing us to adiabatically eliminate the dynamics of the optical system.
We can understand it on the frequency domain framework by knowing that 훿푥(휔′) is relevant
just over a bandwidth 2Γ around Ω, allowing us to neglect 휔′ in the denominator of Eq.4.18,
because in the band of relevant mechanical frequencies, 휔′ ∈ [Ω− Γ,Ω+Γ] we have 휔′ << 휅:
훿푎(휔′) = −2푎̄
2Δ̄ + 푖(휅푒 + 휅푖)
퐺표푚훿푥(휔′). (4.19)
As the fraction in Eq.4.19 doesn’t depend on 휔′ it acts as a constant over the application of
the inverse Fourier transform, meaning that from the perspective of the mechanical timescale,
the cavity response is instantaneous, it has no memory about the past of the mechanical mode:
훿푎 = −2푎̄
2Δ̄ + 푖(휅푒 + 휅푖)
퐺표푚훿푥. (4.20)
Using Eq.4.4 we can write the output optical amplitude variation:
훿푎표푢푡 =
−2푖
√
휅푒푎̄
2Δ̄ + 푖(휅푒 + 휅푖)
퐺표푚훿푥. (4.21)
Allowing us to calculate what we actually measure, the output optical power.
푃 + 훿푃 = |푎̄표푢푡 + 훿푎표푢푡|2 = |푎̄표푢푡|2 + 푎̄표푢푡훿푎∗표푢푡 + 푎̄∗표푢푡훿푎표푢푡 + |훿푎표푢푡|2. (4.22)
Again retaining just first order terms of the deviation:
훿푃 = 푎̄표푢푡훿푎∗표푢푡 + 푎̄
∗
표푢푡훿푎표푢푡 = 2푅푒[푎̄
∗
표푢푡훿푎표푢푡] (4.23)
푎̄∗표푢푡훿푎표푢푡 = 푖
2Δ̄ − 푖(휅푖 − 휅푒)
2Δ̄ + 푖(휅푖 + 휅푒)
4휅푒
4Δ̄2 + (휅푖 + 휅푒)2
|푎푖푛|2퐺표푚훿푥. (4.24)
Getting finally:
훿푃 =
32Δ̄휅푖휅푒(
4Δ̄2 + (휅푖 + 휅푒)2
)2 |푎푖푛|2퐺표푚훿푥. (4.25)
This long equation can be rewritten as a function of the optical derivative with respect to the
detuning:
훿푃 = 푑푇 (Δ)
푑Δ
|푎푖푛|2퐺표푚훿푥, (4.26)
1The name non-resolved sideband regime means that the optical sidebands created by the mechanical system
are not resolveld, as their width, 휅, is larger than their separation from the central band, Ω
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showing that the output power deviations are given by the optomechanical frequency shift fluc-
tuations 퐺표푚훿푥, multiplied by a frequency to power transduction factor, 퐶(Δ), given by:
퐶(Δ) = |푎푖푛|2푑푇 (Δ)푑Δ , (4.27)
as can be seen in Fig.4.4.
𝛿𝑥 𝑡  
𝑔𝑜𝑚 
a) 
𝐺𝑜𝑚𝛿𝑥 𝑡  
𝛿𝑃 𝑡  
b) 
Figure 4.4: a) Microdisk cavity optomechanicaly coupled to the motion of the suspended waveg-
uides b) In the non-resolved sideband regime the movement of the beam beside the disk mi-
crocavity can be seen as modulating the central frequency of the resonance, transducing the
displacement fluctuations of the waveguides in optical power fluctuations through the optome-
chanical coupling
We have constructed our model using an optical resonance with a lorentzian response, but
most of the optical modes analized in Chapter 6 present assymetric Fano shaped optical trans-
missions [50]. We can still use the definition given in Eq.4.27 to treat more complex optical
responses, as long as two conditions hold: 1) The non-resolved sideband regime remains true,
the optical field dynamics is much faster than the mechanical dynamics and 2) the optical in-
tensities are low enough for the optical normalized transmission, 푇 , to be independent on the
internal cavity energy, |푎|2. One example is that we have assumed, Δ̄ ≈ Δ0 in the passage from
Eq.4.25 to Eq.4.26, neglecting the energy dependent term 퐺0푥̄. In our devices thermal effects
are the dominant non-linear effect limiting the input optical powers where this approach can be
applied.
Here we have discussed the transduction using the transmission signal of the cavity, but a
similar kind of reasoning could be used for the reflection signal. Indeed in our final pump and
probe experiment we intend to use the reflection signal of the cavity instead of its transmission
signal.
We can generalize the kind of signal that is being transduced as well. Instead of having a
mechanical oscillator interacting with our cavity we could have a frequency modulation of the
incoming laser, 훿휔in(푡). This frequency modulation is indeed a fundamental piece on the most
usual way of measuring the optomechanical coupling [51] that we will discuss in section A.2.
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It is usefull to stress here that despite being the main transduction mechanisms used in our
device the cavity transduction is not the only one. The transduction of the oddmechanical modes
generated by the CWG itself is still important. After having discussed how the tranduction works
in the cavity we can easily understand how it works in the waveguides. Considering a CWGwith
a free-end we have two possible points of reflection, the begining of the CWG and the free-end
of the CWG, the interference between these signal produces a spectrum formed by shortband
oscilations (due to the interference of the reflections at the begining and at the end of the CWG),
modulated by a broadband oscilating envelope (Due to the distribution of light between the
two legs of our CWG, the spetrum is expected to be somehow like the one in Fig.4.5. As the
waveguides move relative to each other the position of the minima and the intensity of the signal
vary, transducing mechanical motion in the amplitude of the optical signal, as indicated by the
lighter spectrum in Fig.4.5.
Figure 4.5: a) Coupled Waveguides with free-end, the transparent image ilustrates a different
disposition of the CWG. b) Expected spectra for the CWG reflection signal, the transparent
graph is a ilustration of how the spectra is affected by the relative motion of the CWG
We have focused our discussion on the transduction, because it is relevant for our work,
but indeed the field of cavity optomechanics is much wider. Reintroducing Eq.4.18 in Eq.4.15
gives us the optomechanical backaction over the mechanical system. The modulation of the op-
tical field generated by the mechanical oscillator generates feedback forces over the mechanical
oscillator.
The optomechanical backaction depends strongly on the delay issued by the cavity. The
in-phase component of the backaction force changes the frequency of the mechanical oscillator
(optical spring effect), while the quadrature component of the force changes the mechanical
dissipation rate proportionally to the power inside the cavity. In Fig.4.6 it is shown that the
detuning between the cavity central frequency and the laser can be used to control the sign of
the changes. Red detuning induces linewidth broadening of the mechanical resonance while blue
detuning induces linewidth reduction. One of the most thrilling consequences of this effect is the
ability to damp or amplify the mechanical motion, effectively cooling and heating the thermal
motion of the mechanical oscillator, opening perspectives to reach the fundamental quantum
state of mechanical systems [11].
Nevertheless, considering that the optical power used in our work is on the order of 0.5mW,
the effects arising from backaction are rather small in our devices as we discuss in Appendix B.
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Figure 4.6: Image extracted from reference [11], showing that the optomechanical backaction
effect depend on the delay between the optical cavity and the mechanical oscillator. Depending
on the detuning the cycle extracts or gives energy to the mechanical oscillator
Measuring optical power fluctuations
The optical power is measured using a fast photodetector, that far from saturation presents an
output voltage proportional to the input optical power, 푉 = 푘푃 , where 푘 is the photodetector
responsivity. The AC component of the signal contains the voltage fluctuations that carry infor-
mation about the mechanical oscillator displacement 훿푉푥 = 푘퐶퐺표푚훿푥. The DC component of
this signal is sent to the analog input channel of a DAQ (data acquisition card), and it is used to
characterize the optical resonance transduction coefficient 퐶 , see Eq.4.27, allowing us to assess
퐺표푚훿푥.
As discussed in Chapter 3, 훿푥 is composed by two components, 훿푥푐표ℎ, the coherent part of
the motion generated by the CWG forces modulated at a certain frequency, and 훿푥푡ℎ, the thermal
(Brownian) motion that is incoherent. Both these signals are rather small, often competing with
the voltage noise, 훿푉푛표푖푠푒.
훿푉 = 훿푉coh + 훿푉th + 훿푉noise (4.28)
In order to study the coherent part of the signal we use a VNA (Vectorial Network Analyzer)
and we use an ESA (Electrical Spectrum Analyzer) to study the incoherent part of the signal.
VNA measurement
In order to measure the coherent part of the signal we can record a very long time series of our
signal and take its Fourier transform. What we would see that the incoherent part contribution to
the Fourier transform would tend towards zero. In such a way that as the recording time window
increases, the measured signal would tend towards:
훿푉meas(휔′) = 훿푉coh(휔′), (4.29)
it is indeed a method to measure 훿푉푐표ℎ(휔′), two possible issues with this simple method are that
in order to measure high frequencies a high sample rate is required, and in order to have a good
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frequency resolution to distingsh signal from noise long recording times can be required.
One way to adress these issues is to heterodyne2 our signal with a reference signal at the
same frequency, thus generating a DC component proportional to the product of the signals,
allowing us to diminish the sampling rate. This signal is then passed through a low-pass filter
with a certain Resolution Bandwidth RBW, increassing its signal to noise ratio. A smaller RBW
allows us to have a better frequency resolution, nevertheless it also implies longer measurement
times.
The VNA is an equipment that implements this measurement process. It sends a reference
signal with a well-defined frequency that is used tomodulate the pump laser, exciting through the
optomechanical forces the mechanical modes of the CWG. Through the transduction mechanism
discussed in the previous section the power of a probe laser is modulated by the induced CWG
motion. The probe laser signal is then send back to the VNA where the procedure mentioned
in the previous paragraph is implemented. The reference frequency of the signal is sweeped
along a span allowing us to determine how efficiently our optomechanical forces excite differenct
mechanical resonances. In general the VNA data is a frequency spectrum showing how the
system responds in each frequency. In the case of our systems we expecta our signal to be
proportional to the mechanical susceptibility, 휒(휔′), nevertheless depending on the way the
experiment is performed other kinds of non-linearities can create a cross-talk between the pump
and the probe lasers, in Chapter 5, we will see that thermo-optical effects can exert this role.
ESA measuremets
In order to measure the thermal component of the motion we need to use other kind of mea-
surement. As 훿푥th is a noisy signal both in the time and in the frequency domain its averages
converge to 0. We need to measure the voltage spectral density, 푆푉 푉 (휔′) of the voltage signal:
푆푉 푉 (휔′) = ∫
∞
−∞
⟨훿푉 ∗(푡)훿푉 (푡 + 휏)⟩푒−푖휔휏푑휏
푆푉 푉 (휔′) = |훿푉 (휔)|2
The voltage deviations coming from different sources are uncorrelated, so the time correla-
tion is given by:
⟨훿푉 (푡)∗훿푉 (푡 + 휏)⟩ = ⟨훿푉coh(푡)∗훿푉coh(푡 + 휏)⟩ + ⟨훿푉th(푡)∗훿푉th(푡 + 휏)⟩
+ ⟨훿푉nois(푡)∗훿푉nois(푡 + 휏)⟩,
2Heterodination is a process of mixing of two incoming signals, producing a new signal proportional to the
product of the incoming signals. In general this process is performed by a non-linear electrical component.
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Figure 4.7: Example of ESA spectrum, with different contribution in different colors.
meaning that the PSD can be rewritten as:
푆푉 푉 (휔′) = |훿푉coh(휔)|2 + |훿푉th(휔)|2 + |훿푉nois(휔)|2. (4.30)
Working each term, the coherent signal is:
|훿푉coh(휔)|2 = 푘2퐶2퐺2표푚|훿푥coh(휔)|2 (4.31)
and the incoherent part of the signal is:
|훿푉th(휔)|2 = 푘2퐶2퐺2표푚|훿푥th(휔)|2. (4.32)
Finally the intrinsic voltage noise can be modeled as a broadband white noise:
|훿푉noise(휔)|2 = 퐷, (4.33)
allowing us to write:
푆푉 푉 (휔′) = 푘2퐶2퐺2표푚
(|훿푥coh(휔)|2 + |훿푥th(휔)|2) +퐷 (4.34)
As discussed previously, the coherent part of the displacement is very narrow band with
linewidth given by the linewidth of the amplitude modulation of the pump laser, being well
approximated by: |훿푥coh(휔′)|2 = |퐹 |2|휒(휔′)|2훿(휔′ − 휔푓 ). The incoherent part of the displace-
ment has its band limited by the mechanical susceptibility, |훿푥th(휔′)|2 = |휒(휔′)|2|퐹th(휔′)|2 =
2푘퐵푇
푚푒푓푓
Γ(
(Ω2푖−휔′2)2+휔′2Γ2
) .
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Writing the power spectral density due to the Brownian motion:
푆 th푉 푉 (휔
′) = 2푘2퐶2푘퐵푇
퐺2표푚
푚푒푓푓
Γ(
(Ω2푖 − 휔′2)2 + 휔′2Γ2
) . (4.35)
The factor containing the optomechanical coupling and the effective mass can be rewritten in
terms of the normalized optomechanical coupling:
푔0 =
√
퐺20ℏ
2Ω푚푒푓푓
. (4.36)
This quantity is a frequency, allowing us to compare the optomechanical coupling strength to
other characteristic frequencies of the systems, such as the dissipation coupling rate and the
mechanical frequency.
In order to measure the voltage spectral density, 푆푉 푉 , we use an Electrical Spectrum Anal-
izers (ESA). The ESA measures the voltage signal amount power in a given frequency band,
we will denote the result of this measurement as ESA(휔). This quantity is proportional to the
Power Spectral Density of the voltage signal, defined as:
PSD(휔′) = 푆푉 푉 (휔
′)
푅
, (4.37)
where 푅 = 50Ω is the internal resistance of the ESA.
In Eq.4.37 the integral is defined between−∞ and∞, it is not physically realistic. The signal
measured by the ESA is indeed the convolution of the PSD with an internal filter, in general, a
gausian filter,퐻(휔′) = 2−
(
2휔′
RBW
)2
ESA(휔′) = ∫
∞
−∞
PSD(휔′ − 휔′′)퐻(휔′′)푑휔′′, (4.38)
where again RBW is the resolution bandwidth, defined as the width 3 dB below the peak of the
filter.
The resolution in frequency of the measured signal is limited by the RBWof the ESA internal
filter. The ESA signal has dimension of power, being usually presented in units of dBm, while
the PSD has dimension of power per frequency, being usually presented in units of dBm∕Hz.
In order to understand the ESA data it is useful to define the ENBW, the effective noise band-
width, as a way to convert between the measured ESA(휔) signal and the approximated PSD(휔),
PSD(휔′) ≈ ESA(휔′)∕ENBW. The ENBW is defined as:
ENBW = ∫
∞
−∞
퐻(휔′′)푑휔′′ =
RBW√휋
2
√
푙푛(2)
= 1.064 ∗ RBW. (4.39)
For signals with bandwidths smaller than RBW we can estimate the measured ESA power den-
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sity spectrum as:
ESA(휔′) = ENBW
푅
× 푆푉 푉 (휔′), (4.40)
where again RBW is the resolution bandwidth, defined as the width 3 dB below the peak of the
filter.
Fig.4.7 presents an example of an ESA spectrum, presenting a sharp coherent signal, a more
broaband incoherent signal and finally a very broadband background noise signal. The peak of
the coherent part of the signal is much bigger than the peak of the incoherent part. Meaning that
using this technique we can distinguish small coherent movements even if they have less energy
than the Brownian motion.
The Brownian motion amplitude can be calculated from theory, comparing this value with
푆 th푉 푉 (휔
′), allows us to create a voltage to displacement proporion rule for the considered me-
chanical mode. It is indeed using this kind of calibration that we can translate the measurement
of the coherent part of the signal into a measurement of the driven motion amplitude.
5. Fabrication
In the previous chapters we have studied the optomechanical properties of nano-waveguides. In
order to investigate these properties experimentally we need first to fabricate these devices. In
this chapter we will study microfabrication techniques for optomechanical devices and discuss
our fabrication results. Most of the fabrication was carried out at the “Centro de Componentes
Semicondutores” (CCS/UNICAMP) and at our laboratory’s clean room.
5.1. A glance at history
Themain drive for the research in integrated optics came from the invention of the semiconductor
laser and from the advancements on electronic integrated circuits. The sixties and the seventies
were a time of large experimentation with new materials and geometries [52]
One of the main platforms established in this period was based in thin-film heterostructures
of optically active III-V components, such as GaAs and InP, and alloys of these with other III-V
elements, allowing the readily fabrication of integrated lasers. Nevertheless it had some issues,
the properties of these materials are rather poor for electronics, since they lack good native
electrical insulators, and they present low index contrast, as they are composed by different high
refractive index semiconductors.
An alternative platform that appeared in the 80’s was SOI (Silicon on insulator), with wafers
formed by an upper layer of silicon separated from a silicon substrate by a layer of silicon dioxide
[53]. This platform presents high index contrast, compatibility with the CMOS processes used
to fabricate electronic components, and benefits from silicon being a material with well known
micromachining properties and a strong presence in the field micro-electromechanical (MEMS).
Silicon however is an inherently optically passive material making it hard to add gain in these
devices.
In the context of integrated optomechanics SOI presents still another major advantage. The
buffer oxide layer can be easily isotropically etched allowing the silicon devices to be suspended.
For these reasons, and because of the group expertise in the fabrication of microdisk cavities in
this material, we chose to use SOI (Silicon on Insulator) as a platform for our devices. We
used 6” UNIBOND-SOI wafers (SOITEC) composed by a thin, 250 nm, surface layer of silicon
followed by a 3 µm layer of silicon dioxide grown thermally on a bulk silicon substrate 700 nm
thick.
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Figure 5.1: Dark-field image of a "Y-coupler" geometry device.
5.2. Design Recapitulation
In this section we will present a short rescapitulation of our device’s design. In Fig.5.1 we see
an example of a "Y-coupler" geometry device, in our initial plain only the region to the right
of the dashed yellow line should be suspended, with the cladding layer of silica being removed,
while the region to the left should reamain anchored in the silica layer. As we will see this idea
was abandoned in latter designs due to fabrication issues.
Close to the yellow dashed line at the superior and the inferior parts of the image we can see
a grating coupler and an nverted integrated taper, those structures were designed to feed light
in our waveguides. The grating coupler was intended to be used with a free-space beam setup,
nevertheless at the end we haven’t used this kind of setup. The inverted integrated taper was
design to be fed by a fiber taper loop above it, this is the way most of our experiements were
performed.
The light coupled in our device is guided to the CWG section through the 400 nm width
curved waveguides seen at the left of the image, these waveguides approach each other until
they are only 100 nm away, forming the CWG. Finally the CWG waveguides merge in a "Y-
coupler" followed by tappered waveguide that begging with a width of 400 nm and ends with
150 nm. Above the "Y-coupler" there are the microdisk cavity used in the transduction.
5.3. Fabrication Overview
We based the fabrication of our devices in the previous fabrication work develloped in the group
[54, 55]. The process is summarized in Fig.5.15. Consisting in the following steps :
• Electron Beam Lithography: The SOI chip surface is cleaned and treated, see Fig.5.3a),
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Figure 5.2: List of the typical fabrication steps in our process.
a thin layer of ZEP520A electroresist is spin-coated on the chip Fig.5.3b). The chip is
exposed to an electron beam that draws the desired pattern in the resist. The regions of the
resist sensibilized by the electron beam are removed through the organic solvent ZED-50
Fig.5.3c).
• ICP-RIE Plasma Etching: The chip with the resist pattern, is exposed to a plasma con-
taining ions of 퐹 −, that etches vertically the exposed silicon regions of the chip, thus
transferring the pattern from the resist to the upper silicon layer Fig.5.3d). The remaining
resist are removed with TCE (trichloroethane) Fig.5.3e).
• Optical Lithography: The surface is cleaned and treated, a thin layer of photoresist is spin-
coated Fig.5.3f). The chip is placed in a lithographic machine (MJB3), where it will bee
exposed to intense UV, protected by a contact mask. The regions sensibilized by the UV
light are removed through a organic solvent Fig.5.3g).
• HFWet Etching and Drying: The device presenting regions of exposed silica, and regions
protected by the photoresist is placed in a HF Buffer solution, that etches the silica starting
from the exposed regions. The residues of photoresist are removed through submersion in
acetone and isopropanol Fig.5.3h). Finally the device is transferred from the isopropanol
to a critical point drying (CPD) machine, that dries the chip without damaging the device
fragile mechanical structure Fig.5.3i).
Each of these steps presents its specificities, justifying a separated discussion. In this text
we will concentrate on explaining the optimization process chronologically, discussing the im-
portant aspects of each step. The recipe we have used to fabricate the last round of fabrication
is presented at C.
Most of the fabrication steps discussed were performed at CCSNano, the microfabrication
center at Unicamp.
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5.4. Electron Beam Lithography
The recipes developed in [55] are optimized for the fabrication of disk microcavities, using both
the resists, ZEP520A, and Ma-N 2405. We have chosen to use ZEP520A because of it allows
for better resolution. As it is a positive tone resist, the areas sensibilized by the electron beam
are removed. One drawback is an increased patterning time as the beam needs to sensibilize the
regions around the pattern of our device.
The electron beam tool used in our work was a Raith E-line Plus 150. It allows multiple ways
to load the desired pattern and we have chosen to use the GDSII format that would be edited
using the python package gdspy, in the appendix of [54] there is a good example of code.
The first lithography round presented several problems, most of the waveguide patterns col-
lapsed, as seen in Fig.5.3. This first round was performed without proper surface treatment for
adhesion enhancement: 푂2 plasma and HMDS(hexamethyldisilazane) spin-coating [56].
Figure 5.3: a) First round pattern. b) Best sample of the first fabrication round. The resist
adhesion to the surface was poor due to the lack of the proper surface treatment
In the second round of lithography the surface was prepared according to the recipe in [55],
improving the resist adhesion. However the tip of the inverted tapers still collapses. Using a
voltage of 20 kV we have performed dose (25 − 1051 µC∕ cm2) and development time (1min e
2min) tests. In Fig.5.4we show the best results, that occurred for 65 µC∕ cm2, and a development
time of 1min. We have changed the development recipe, excluding the MIBK:IPA rinse. The
main issue of this round was the presence of cracks arising from the corners of our design, as
seen in Fig.5.4.
In the third round of fabrication we have changed the pattern of our devices rounding the
corners in order to avoid cracks, as seen in Fig.5.5. In this fabrication round we have used 30 kV,
and recalibrated the recipe, choosing to use doses around 85 µC∕ cm2, and a development time
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Figure 5.4: Comparison between samples subjected to different doses, and development times,
with voltage of 20 kV.
of 1min. We tried to select the recipe that allowed the straighest waveguides without undesired
resist residues.
Analyzing our cavity masks more closely we observed that they presented corners, Fig.5.6a),
and the waveguides presented asymmetries ranging up to 40 nm, or 10%, Fig.5.5b). Most of the
corners seemed to be caused by two factors: the sample was charging up, deflecting the beam
5.7c) and the GDSII pattern was fractured in small disordered rectangles, 5.7a).
In the fourth round of fabrication we have addressed those issues. We have used clean room
tape to hold our chips during the spin coating process, and we have scratched the resist from a
region on the top of our chips, ensuring the electric contact both of the upper silicon layer and
of the lower silicon layer with the e-line sample holder. We have consolidated the rectangles in
larger areas, see Fig.5.7b), defining a small region of thickness 100 nm around both the waveg-
uides and the disk. The writing order was chosen in such a way that the thiner regions were the
first to be written.
The e-line allows different writing options the main two analyzed here were the class of
the elements in our layout: polygons or curved elements, and the filling mode of these objects:
direct or concentric. As our masks were designed in GDSII files we had access only to polygon
elements. In order to define curved elements we needed to edit the masks inside the e-line layout
editor software. The filling mode specifies the way the pattern will be written, in the direct mode
the beam follows parallel straight lines with a fast axis and a slow axis, in the concentric mode
the beam follows an inward or outwards spiral trajectory, as shown in Fig.5.8.
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Figure 5.5: Comparison between samples subjected to different doses, and development times,
with voltage of 30 kV
Figure 5.6: a) Example of cavity with corners, b) example of asymmetric waveguides.
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Figure 5.7: a) pattern of the third round, b) pattern of the fourth round, c) dots burned in the
resist indicating the drift of the beam due to sample charging
Figure 5.8: Image extracted from [55] a) Example of beam trajectory in the direct mode, b)
Example of beam trajectory in the concentric mode
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of different writing parameters, showing that the combination of poly-
gon elements with concentric writing led to deffects on the written pattern
In the seventh round of fabrication we have studied in detail the different writing configura-
tions. Our results showed that the only configuration that presented bumps was using polygons
as objects and concentric as filling mode as seen in Fig.5.9.
In Fig.5.10 we see an example of cavity written using using polygons as objects and direct
as filling mode. The cavity presents no kinks, and the asymmetry of the waveguides is smaller
(4 nm or 1%).
In the tenth, and last, fabrication round the problem of the collapse of the thinner parts of the
devices (integrated inverted taper, and Y-coupler) was tackled. Until then the chips were spin
coated according to the original recipe using 2000rpm, leading to a resist thickness of 500 nm
and the integrity of these thinner parts was not reproducible. We were able to increase the
Figure 5.10: Examples of the fourth round of fabrications, a) Cavity and waveguide, b) detail of
the waveguide.
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Figure 5.11: Comparison of devices of the tenth fabrication round. For 500nm thickness the
integrated inverted taper collapses in the developing process, while for a thickness of 300nm the
inverted taper survives unscathed.
survival rate of these structures nearly to unity by decreasing the resist thickness using 6000
rpm (300 nm) at the spin coat process, see Fig.5.11.
The most important takeways from our lithography process are:
• We have used 30 kV, decreased the development time to 1min, and increased the dose to
85 − 95µC∕cm2
• We wrote the mask, grouping elements into larger blocks, and defining a small 100 nm
layer around the device.
• We took care of the electric contact of the sample with the e-line sample holder
• We decreased the thickness of the initial layer of resist ensuring a better survival rate for
the most fragile parts of the design.
5.5. ICP-RIE Dry Etch
We also used the recipe previously developed in the group [55], changing only the etching time.
In a first calibration (fourth round) using 0.5 cm×0.5 cm chips we verified that the etching rate of
the resist, ZEP520A, and silicon were, respectively, 1.65 nm∕s and 1.4 nm∕s. In order to make
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Figure 5.12: Etching calibration in ICP-RIE, allowing the measurement of the etching rates of
the silicon and of the resist.
sure that the surface layer was etched to the end, especially in the region between the two guides
we decided to use 200 s of etching, entering about 50 nm in the silica layer.
Further analysis using images obatained at CCSNano SEM/FIB (Focused Ion Beam) tool,
Fig.5.13, showed that the gap between the two waveguides and the gap between the waveguides
and the cavity were not completely etched. In order to avoid such problems we have decided
to increase the etching time to 300 s. A latter re-calibration of the process (ninth round) using
1 cm × 1 cm led to smaller etching rates. We don’t have a FIB image like Fig.5.13 showing that
the gap between the waveguides was completely etched, but, as we discuss in sections 6.2 and
6.4, we can assess that the gap was etched verifying the existence of odd mechanical modes in
accordance with simulations using a geometry with an open gap between the waveguides.
5.6. Release
The release encompasses different processes. Initially we planned to make an optical lithogra-
phy, followed by the HF buffer etching, and the photoresist removal and finally drying of the
devices via Critical Point Drying (CPD).
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Figure 5.13: a) SEM image of the sixth round devices indicating the left over of a silicon "skirt"
connecting the cavity to the waveguides. b) SEM image made from an FIB cut. Platinum was
deposited on the waveguides and the structure was cut using the FIB, we see in the center of the
image the cross section of the guides, indicating that the central region was not etched to the
end.
Optical Lithography
Our initial goal was to protect a region on the silica layer that would serve as the basis for the
clamping of our mechanical devices from the HF etch. We started the process from the recipe
previously used in our group [54], where we used the SC1827 resist.
We could not transfer our lithographic pattern from the resist layer to the silica layer. In
the samples we could see signs of etching more than 50 µm away from the edge of the re-
sist(undercut), see Fig.5.14, causing the whole device to be suspended.
This happened probably due to the lack of adhesion between the resist and the substrate,
allowing HF to infiltrate in between. The change of the adhesion promoter used, from HMDS
to Surpass, and longer hardbake times after the development led to a decrease in this undercut,
however not enough to guarantee that our device would be clamped to the silica layer.
We considered some tests that we had not time to perform: the use of the MAN negative
resist, which usually presents a higher adhesion to the substrate, and the resist exposure without
direct contact with the mask preserving the adhesion of the photoresist to the substrate.
Due to the difficulties involved in this process we decided to adapt the design of the last
rounds of fabrication using silicon tethers (eighth round) that would support the device, in order
to get rid of the processes of optical lithography and resist removal.
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Figure 5.14: Example of under etching where the HF enters around 80 um inside the protected
area. In this image we see some crystalline residue from the etching due to the lack of proper
water rinsing
HF Buffer etching
The etching rate of our deviceswas around 115 nm∕min in the vertical direction and 150 nm∕min
at the interface between the silica and the silicon surface layers [57]. To stop the etching the chip
was removed from the buffer and dipped subsequently water and in isopropyl alcohol.
The process of passing the chip from one solution to the next one is critical since the waveg-
uides would collapse if the chip dried out. The chip was removed from the solution in the vertical
position and quickly reintroduced in the next solution.
We used two water solutions to rinse our chip because remnants of the HF buffer would
crystallize in our chip if they were immersed directly in the isopropyl, as can be seen in Fig.5.14.
When we used optical lithography we had to clean the resist by immersing the sample in a
series of organic solvents, TCE (trichloroethane), acetone and isopropyl alcohol. We believe that
transfer process between these different solutions entailed the collapse of devices in the chip.
Critical Point Drying
In a normal drying process there exists an interface between the liquid and the gaseous phase,
that presents certain surface tension. During the drying process the surface tension of small
evaporating droplets would pull our nano-waveguides, causing them to collapse into the substrate
5.15a). In order to preserve the structure of our devices we performed a critical point drying
process, where pressure and temperature are brought to a point where the gaseous and the liquid
phase coalesce into a single phase. This technique allows the passage from the liquid to the
gaseous phase without surface tension.
In the CCSNano laboratory we had access to a specialized machine for CPD processes. The
sample is charged into a chamber still immersed in a solvent, such as isopropyl alcohol or ethanol.
The system follows the trajectory indicated in Fig.5.15b), the chamber is cooled to temperatures
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Figure 5.15: a) Surface tension deforming cantilever b) 퐶푂2 phase diagram exemplifying CPDprocess, figure extracted from [30]
around 0 ◦C, 퐶푂2 is inserted into the chamber, increasing the pressure until liquid 퐶푂2 is sup-
ported. At this point the purge process begins, where the mixture of liquid 퐶푂2 and organic
solvent is evacuated until all the organic solvent is diluted and the sample is immersed in pure
liquid 퐶푂2.The chamber is then heated, leading to an increase in the pressure. In a successful
process the pressure and the temperature cross the critical point in this order. Finally the 퐶푂2
gas is evacuated, lowering its pressure and the samples can be recovered [30].
The CPD process proved to be necessary. Trials to dry our samples without the CPD process
led to the collapse of all the suspended waveguides. The process of resist removal must be
followed carefully, immersing our chip in multiple solutions of acetone and isopropyl alcohol.
If the sample subjected to the CPD process is yet contaminated with resist the process will spread
a thin layer of resist over the entire chip, compromising the optical quality of our devices. One
of the advantages of excluding the optical lithography process is that this step can be avoided,
allowing a higher survival rate for our devices.
Between the fifth and the tenth fabrication rounds we tested different geometries: the singly
clamped, the doubly clamped, and the "Y-coupler" geometry.
The first reliable results with suspended structures came in the sixth round of fabrication. All
the doubly clamped and the "Y-coupler" devices survived the release process, Fig.5.16 a) and
b), nevertheless the results were not reproducible. As for the singly clamped beams the longest
beams we were able to produce where 25 µm long. All singly clamped beams longer than 50 µm
collapsed, as seen in 5.16d).
The ninth and the tenth rounds of fabrication were dried in the CPD of the Multiuser Labo-
ratory of Electronic Microscopy of the Institute of Biology of UNICAMP. Considering just the
devices fabricated with 300 nm thick eletroresist, more than 90% of the doubly clamped devices
survived unscathed, while around 50% of the "Y-couplers" survived. Fig.5.17.
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Figure 5.16: a) example of doubly clamped beam of the sixth round, b) example of "Y-coupler"
device of the sixth round c) 25 µm long singly clamped beams of the sixth round d) 50 µm long
singly clamped waveguides of the sixth round, they ended attached to the lateral of the pattern
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Figure 5.17: a) example of doubly clamped beam of the tenth round, b) example of "Y-coupler"
device of the tenth round
6. Experimental results and discussion
6.1. Cavity Optical Transmission
In order to characterize the optical resonances of our microdisk we used the setup displayed in
Fig.6.1. The light of a tunable laser is divided: 99% pass through a polarization controller and
through a variable attenuator, being then sent to the sample while 1% goes to a characterization
setup with an optical fiber Mach-Zehnder interferometer and an acetylene cell working respec-
tively as relative and an absolute frequency references. The different optical signals are detected
through semiconductor photodetectors whose signals are recorded by a DAQ (data acquisition
card), and exported into the control computer.
a) b)
Figure 6.1: a) Setup used for transmission measurement, b) Image showing fiber taper loop
coupled to microdisk cavity.
As seen in Fig.6.1, we use a fiber taper to couple light into our samples. What we call fiber
taper is an optical fiber SM128 with a 3mm section that was heated and pulled, shrinking its
diameter to about 1 µm [58]. When passing through the tappered region the optical field gets
continually more delocalized, increasing the amount of energy propagating outside the fiber.
In this process part of the light is lost, typical loss values for straight tapers are smaller than
−0.5 dB. We make a loop in our taper in order to create a small lower region, allowing the taper
to reach our devices without touching other parts of the substrate as that would interfere with
the transmission spectrum.
Touching the loop directly to the microcavities we were able to measure their transmission,
in Fig.6.2 we can see the acetylene and the Mach-Zehnder spectra superposed by the sample
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transmission spectrum. In Fig.6.2b) the spacing between different peaks of the Mach-Zehnder
isn’t regular, meaning that the wavelength axis cannot be trusted. In order to create a more
trustful frequency axis we create an relative frequency axis by counting the number of Mach-
Zehnder peaks, then we use the acetylene resonances to convert our axis to an absolute frequency
axis that we can use to measure the dispersion of our cavities.
a) b)
Figure 6.2: a) Span showing theMach-Zehnder (it appear as a blue block, because its oscilations
are too fast to be resolved), the acetylene and the cavity spectrum b) Detail of the same spectra
Controlling the polarization of the incoming laser we could distinguish TM and TE modes.
As expected from simulation for a 250 nm thick silicon microdisk with 10 µm diameter, the TM
modes present a smaller FSR (Free Spectral Range), ranging from 2 − 2.5THz while the TE
modes present a larger FSR, ranging from 2.6 − 3.5THz, as seen in Fig.6.3.
3,2THz
2,2THz
a) b)TE-modes TM-modes
Figure 6.3: Cavity transmission spectra for different polarizations. a) Example of TE-modes
spectrum and b) example of TM-modes spectrum.
In Fig.6.4a) and b) the TE and TM spectra are sliced in 3 THz intervals. We can clearly see a
pattern of regularly spaced resonances with similar linewidth, grouping these similar resonances
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Figure 6.4: a) TEmodes spectrum, b) TMmodes spectrum, c) Classified TEmodes d) Classified
TM modes. The colors of the dots in a) and b) are related respectively to the ones in c) and d)
in families and comparing their FSR’s with the ones expected from simulation we tried to es-
timate the azimutal and radial order of the observed optical modes, as can be seen in Fig6.4 c)
and d). The more localized low radial order TE-modes present a good agreement with the sim-
ulations. As the radial order of the considered modes increases they get less confined and more
sensitive to the influence of the environment around the cavity, in such a way that the agreement
with theory is lost. The TMmodes do not fully agree with the simulation since the measured dis-
persion is much bigger than expected. One possible explanation is that the TM-modes are much
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more affected by the suspended waveguides than the TE-modes. The tentative classification of
the TM modes done in Fig.6.4 is therefore not fully reliable.
6.2. Optomechanical Characterization
Using the setup presented in Fig.6.5 we were able to measure the CWG displacement spectral
density, as discussed in the third chapter. In this setup a probe laser is coupled to the microdisk
cavity through a fiber taper loop that is in contact with the cavity, the transmission signal is
measured with a fast photodetector. With the aid of an ESA (Electrical Spectrum Analyzer) we
are able to measure the Power Spectral Density (PSD) of the signal.
DAC
RF
DC
Probe Laser
ESA
Figure 6.5: Pictorial representation of the first setup. The probe laser transmission is send
to a fast photodetector, where we can measure both the DC transmission signal and the AC
fluctuations due to the mechanical Brownian motion.
The first successful measurements were performed in test singly clamped 20 µm long sus-
pended waveguides, as the one seen in Fig.6.6. The mechanical character of the signal was
confirmed by comparing its frequency with FEM (Finite Element Method) simulations per-
formed with Comsol® , seen in Fig.6.7a) and b), and by verifying the strong dependence of
their linewidth with the pressure, seen in Fig.6.7c) and d). It was indeed by comparing the mea-
sured frequencies with the simulated ones that we were able to perceive that the gap between
the waveguides had not been completely etched on these initial devices, as discussed in Chap-
ter 5, section 5.5. The measured frequencies were consistently higher than the expected from
simulations.
In Fig.6.7d) we can see that at atmospheric pressure the mechanical quality factor (Q-factor)
saturates at 30. This result is coherent with the values expected from Eq.3.45 in chapter 2 for
viscous loss, 푄푣푖푠푐 = 17. It isn’t shown in the graph but the Q-factor saturates for pressures
smaller than 10−1mbar around 8.5 × 103, also coherent with the expected value for surface loss,
4.5 × 103.
Next we characterized themechanical spectrum of an "Y-coupler" device. In Fig.6.8we com-
pare the PSD of the device under atmospheric pressure and under vacuum, with the background
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Figure 6.6: Image of a 20 µm singly coupled waveguide.
noise (signal when no light was send to the photodetector). Some of the peaks seen are purely
due to the photodetector noise, they are preeminent especially at frequencies lower than 1MHz.
Under atmospheric pressure only horizontal mechanical modes of the waveguides are visible, as
before, their mechanical dissipation rate is given by the viscous damping that is on the order of
400 kHz. Under vacuum of 10−3mbar we can see a drastic linewidth reduction, in general, the
mechanical quality factors are on the order of 4 × 103, as expected for surface losses. We can
distinguish vertical and horizontal modes as well.The vertical modes amplitude is smaller be-
cause of their smaller 퐺0 (ideally it would be zero, because of the cavity symmetry). In Fig.6.8,
the agreement between simulation and measurement is very good for frequencies smaller than
500 kHz. As we consider higher order modes we can still see some correlation, but the error in
the frequency is in the range of 5%.
As discussed in Chapter 4, section A.2, we had some dificulties trying to characterize the
normalized optomechanical coupling, 푔0. The most commonly used method [51], was not reli-
able because of the low frequencies of the mechanical modes and the optical quality factors that
were not large enough. Our solution was to characterize each transduction step involved in the
measurement, see Eq.A.10. Comparing the measured frequencies of the different mechanical
modes with the simulated ones seem in Fig.6.8 we can classify the measured mechanical modes.
Using the simulated values for the effective mass푚푒푓푓 , that were normalized using the displace-
ment of the point in the waveguides that is the closest to the microcavity, we could estimate the
value of the optomechanical couplings for the modes seen in Fig.6.8, the results are shown in
Tab6.1. The margin of error is quite large due to the incertitudes in the characterization of the
different transduction factors involved in the measurement.
6.3. Coupled Waveguide Reflection Signal
In order to couple light in the waveguides we have used two methods: The direct coupling,
placing the taper directly above the waveguides, and the coupling through the inverted taper.
The first method is inherently less efficient, in general the waveguide and the taper have
different effective refractive indexes, diminishing the efficiency of the coupling. The second
method is more efficient, the effective refracive index changes along the loop in such a way
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a) b)
c) d)
Figure 6.7: a) Simulated mode profiles an frequencies, considering that the gap was not com-
pletelly etched, b)Measured power spectral density due to Brownianmotion of different mechan-
ical modes, c) Power spectral density measurement of a mechanical resonance under varying
pressure, d) Variation of the linewidth with the pressure.
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Figure 6.8: Mechanical spectrum of an "Y-coupler" device, under atmospheric pressure and
under vacuum.
Table 6.1: 퐺0 measurementsSim. Freq.
(kHz)
Meas.
Freq.
(kHz)
Meas.
푔0(kHz)
Meas.
퐺0(MHz nm−1)
152 154 10.1 ± 1 276 ± 30
330 336 14.4 ± 2 297 ± 30
475 434 17.3 ± 2 259 ± 30
843 808 11.3 ± 1 278 ± 30
1134 1093 20.1 ± 2 244 ± 30
2087 2141 14.6 ± 2 221 ± 30
2502 2550 7.3 ± 1 573 ± 60
2640 2712 17.4 ± 2 382 ± 40
3679 3616 16.1 ± 2 354 ± 40
that changing the position of the loop it is possible to find the section of the coupler with the
better refractive index matching, allowing the light to adiabatically pass from the loop to the
inverted taper. The radius of the loop is an important parameter as well, loops with a greater
radius produce a less abrupt disturbance to the waveguides, diminishing scattering effects, and
allowing a greater interaction length between the loop and the waveguide.
In order to measure the reflection signal light is coupled from the loop to the inverted inte-
grated taper, as shown in Fig.6.10. The inverted integrated taper feeds the right waveguide, light
oscillates back and fourth between the CWG’s, being reflected in multiple points, such as the tip
of the waveguides, the cavity or the approaching region of the two waveguides. The reflected
light again oscillates in the CWG, coupling back to the loop. Fig.6.9 is an example of a reflection
spectrum.
It is hard to interpret the broadband oscillations seen in Fig.6.9, since they present the reflec-
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Figure 6.9: Reflection spectrum with the fiber loop coupled to the inverted taper, the dips on
the smooth oscillations are cavity TE modes.
tion spectrum of a "Y-coupler" geometry device. Our first guess would be that they are due to
the interference between the even and the odd modes inside the coupled waveguides. Depending
on the relative phase accumulated between the even and odd modes along the CWG light can be
reflected to the left or to the right waveguide. From this picture we would expect the reflection
signal to oscillate with the wavelength of light, with an FSR given by Δ휆 = 휆
휔
푐휋
퐿Δ푛푔
. For the
TE-propagation modes Δ푛푔 ≈ 0.41, the difference in group speed) and 퐿 ≈ 20 µm, we would
have oscillations with Δ휆 ≈ 150 nm. The spectrum in Fig.6.9 presents an oscillation period on
the order of 4 nm, clearly different from the expect.
CWG
Disk
Microcavity
Y-coupler
Integrated Taper
Figure 6.10: Figure indicating how the pump and the probe lasers, green and red arrows re-
spectively, propagate along our device.
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The oscillations are better explained as the interference generated by multiple reflection
points, such as the Y-coupler, and the approaching region of the two waveguides. Instead of
Δ푛푔 it is used 푛̄푔 ≈ 4.6, the average group speed of the TE modes. Incertitudes in the model
used allow a reliable comparison with the experiment based solely on the simulation of effective
refractive index of the waveguides cross-section. Our simulations do not allow to quantify the
reflection generated in different regions of our device, such as the approaching region of the two
waveguides, and the "Y-coupler" section. The mechanism explaining the broadband oscillation
is not clear, it could be due to the beating of even and odd modes, but it could be as well due to
the bandwidth of the coupling between the taper and the loop.
The presence of narrow peaks or dips in the spectrum is one of the only features that can be
easily classified as being due to the light reflected by the cavity. Comparing with transmission
spectra we can see that the modes seen in the reflection are in general low radial order TE-modes
with high quality factor and small extinction in the transmission.
6.4. Pump and Probe
In order to perform our pump and probe experiment we have used the setup shown in Fig.6.11. In
this setupwe use a pump to excite the CWGmotion and a probe laser tomeasure this motion. The
pump laser is sent through an electro-optic modulator, which modulates its amplitude according
to the VNA output reference signal (See section 4.2). During the experiment the frequency of
the modulation is swept across some of the mechanical resonances of the device. The pump and
probe lasers are multiplexed into the same fiber, they pass through a circulator (1 to 2) and are
sent to the loop to be coupled to the inverted taper which channels light into the device.
ESA
VNA
DAC
RF
DC
AM
FIL
Pump Laser
Probe Laser
1
2
3
Figure 6.11: Pictorial representation of the second setup. The pump laser modulated by the
reference VNA signal is multiplexed with the probe laser, passing through a circulator they are
sent to our device. The collected reflected signal is then filtered, allowing just the probe laser to
be measured by the fast photodetector.
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In Fig.6.10 we see how the pump and probe laser, green and red arrows respectively, propa-
gate along a "Y-coupler" geometry device. Both lasers enter through the inverted taper and are
fed to one of the waveguides forming the CWG section. After bouncing back and fourth through
the CWG they pass to the "Y-coupler" region, the frequency of the probe laser is chosen to be
near a cavity resonance, entering the cavity, while the pump frequency is far from any cavity
resonance, ideally passing directly through the "Y-coupler". A small fraction of the probe laser
that has entered the cavity is reflected back, due to the disk wall roughness and due to the in-
homogeneity induced by the presence of the waveguides aside the cavity. Part of the reflected
signal travels back to the inverted taper, being coupled back to the fiber loop.
Returning to Fig.6.11 the reflected signal passes again through the circulator (2 to 3) it is
then filtered allowing just the probe laser to be transmitted into the fast photodetector. Finally
the signal of the photodetector is sent back to the VNA, which compares it to the reference
signal measuring its phase and amplitude. The final result is the cross talk between the pump
and the probe laser, mediated by the non-linearities of our sample at the modulation frequency.
These non-linearities mix both contributions from phenomena we are interested in, such as the
waveguide movement due to optomechanical forces and spurious effects we are not interest in,
such as thermo-optical modulation, or effects due to the thermo-optical force. The sample output
optical power of the cavity can be optically amplified, using an Erbium amplifier, before passing
through the wavelength filter, allowing the detection of smaller signals.
Here we will discuss the measurement of an "Y-coupler" of the sixth round of fabrication.
First with the probe laser at 1533푛푚, around a disk optical resonance, and with the pump laser off
we measured the thermal motion of our device using only the ESA, Fig.6.12. With this data we
characterized its mechanical modes, measuring their frequencies and quality factors, see Tab.6.2.
Comparing the measured frequencies with the simulated ones it is possible to understand the
symmetry of the different modes. The results exemplify the discussion held in section 3.3 about
the symmetry of the mechanical modes, the cavity transduces preferentially the even mechanical
modes, while the CWG transduces preferentially the odd ones. The selection of even and odd
modes by the cavity and by the guides doesn’t occur for all the cavity optical modes analyzed,
for some of them the optomechanical coupling between the cavity and the mechanical modes is
too small, in such a way that the residual coupling through the guides is prevalent for some even
mechanical modes.
As the measurements where taken at atmospheric pressure the measured quality factors are
very low, around 10, being limited by the viscous damping due to the atmosphere. They increase
to values around 103 when the pressure is decreased to 10−3mbar, being limited probably by
surface and anchor losses.
Comparing the expected amplitude of thermal motion, obtained from simulation, with the
intensity of the modes measured in Fig.6.12 we can calibrate our experiment, creating a con-
version between the measured electrical power and the oscillation amplitude of the different
mechanical modes.
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Figure 6.12: Different Regimes of Optomechanical Transduction: a) The red curve presents
a narrow band reflection spectrum around 1533 nm measured with the loop coupled to the in-
verted taper, in the inset we see the respective broad band spectrum. The green and blue lines
correspond to the wavelengths in which the curves of same color in b) where taken. b) Power
spectral density of the RF envelope, the blue curve was taken with the probe laser out off reso-
nance with the cavity, while the green curve was taken in resonance with the cavity. The green
and blue dots indicate the simulated frequencies of the even and odd mechanical modes.
Table 6.2: Mechanical Data Brownian MotionSim. Freq.
(MHz)
Meas.
Freq.
(MHz)
Meas. Q-
Factor
0.34 (E) 0.29(5) 4.5(2)
0.55 (E) 0.55(4) 10.4(4)
1.15 (E) 1.15(1) 12.10(1)
1.54 (O) 1.61(1) 16.7(2)
2.25 (E) 2.25(5) 25.2(8)
2.58 (E) 2.58(6) 26(8)
3.68 (E) 3.53(6) 31(1)
4.54 (O) 4.66(4) 41(1)
Now turning on the pump laser we have performed the pump and probe experiment. The
pump laser wavelength was out of resonance with the cavity in order to excite the mechanical
motion purely from the forces issued from the CWG. The probe laser wavelength was chosen to
be in resonance with the cavity, with wavelength around 1553 nm, in order to allow us to see the
even mechanical modes.
In Fig.6.13 a) we see the excited mechanical modes as small bumps arising from a back-
ground curve. The background curve indicates some kind of non-mechanical non-linear in-
teraction between the pump and probe laser, its characteristic frequency seems to be bellow the
minimum frequency of the VNA, 300 kHz, and other data indicate it is proportional to the square
of the pump power. These characteristics make us believe it is a thermal effect, the pump laser
modulates the temperature of the CWGwhich in turns, due to silicon thermal dispersion, modu-
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lates the probe laser amplitude. As the modulation frequencies are larger than the characteristic
thermal frequency of the fundamental thermal mode, that is around 5 kHz, the pump field and
the probe fields should oscillate in counter-phase. 1
a) b)
c)
Figure 6.13: Power spectral density of the probe reflection RF envelope, in a pump and probe
experiment. The probe laser is in resonance with the cavity, while the pump is out of resonance.
a) The blue line presents the measured data, while the green line is a fit of the background
non-linear effects, it is proportional to 푓−2. b) Fit of one of the modes considering the optome-
chanical effects of one mechanical resonance interfering with thermal induced modulations. c)
subtracting the thermo-optical background we can see more clearly the bumps due to the me-
chanical motion due to the different mechanical modes. the points in the bottom of the image
indicate the simulated frequencies for the device. Comparing with Fig.6.12 we can see that both
even and odd modes are stimulated by the pump laser. Further investigation is needed in order
to determine the nature of the force that excited the mechanical modes.
Emerging from the background curve in Fig.6.13 a) we see bumps that indicate the mechan-
ical modes excited by the pump laser. In Fig.6.13 b) we use a model considering a coherent
interference between both the induced mechanical motion, and the thermo-optical effects:
||||| 퐴−(Ω푖
2휋
2
− 푓 2
)2 − 푖푓 Γ
2휋
+ 퐵
푓
푒푖휙
|||||
2
(6.1)
Subtracting the thermo-optical background we can see more clearly the frequencies of these
modes in Fig.6.13 c), comparing it with the modes seen in Fig.6.12 b) we perceive that both
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even and odd modes are excited. The mechanical parameters obtained with this fit is presented
in Tab.6.3, they are similar to the data in Tab.6.2. The diferences are probably due to diferences
in the disposition of the fiber taper touching the device. According to the fits the thermal and
the reference signal are dephased by 휋, according to the expected as the driving frequencies are
much higher than the characteristic thermal frequency.
Table 6.3: Mechanical Data Coherent MotionSim. Freq.
(MHz)
Meas.
Freq.
(MHz)
Meas. Q-
Factor
1.15 (E) 0.989(2) 10.1(3)
1.54 (O) 1.625(1) 13.2(2)
2.58 (E) 2.539(5) 29(3)
4.54 (O) 4.660(1) 43.5(8)
Using data equivalent to the one shown in Fig.6.13, but for the 1553 nm optical mode, we
can calibrate the measurement as discussed before. It allows us to estimate the amplitude of the
induced motion during the pump and probe experiment. The results obtained in this prelimi-
nar experiment are gathered in Table 6.4, where we compare the measured driven oscillation
amplitudes with the values expected from simulation considering different forces.
There are multiple difficulties in this comparison, we have not access to the real input opti-
cal power, there are considerable incertitudes in geometry parameters like the gap between the
waveguides and we were not sure of the incoming polarization in the device. The data related to
the simulation was calculated assuming a maximum input power of 0.5mW, a gap between the
waveguides of 100 nm. During the experiment we have tried to maximize the TE polarization,
maximizing the extinction of the TE resonances seen in the CWG reflection spectrum.
We can see that the measured amplitude is smaller than the maximum amplitude given by
the TM force, but bigger than the maximum amplitude given by the TE force and by the thermo-
optic force. Looking at the ratios between the amplitude of different mechanical modes we
can see that the measured data is in better agreement with the TM force, indicating that in this
experiement probably the oscillation was mainly due to optomechanical forces generated by the
TM modes.
Despite the excitation of even-like modes we cannot yet ascertain that they were excited by
the beating force. As dicussed, multiple effects can explain these signals, such as the lack of
symmetry of the considered modes or the presence of thermo-mechanical forces as well. In
order to have a better understanding of the data we need to narrow down the incertitudes in
the experiment, improving our knowledge about the geometry parameters and having a better
control of the incoming light polarization and power.
In order to better study the forces we have fabricated devices varying their gap, and the length
of the CWG section. We intend to repeat the pump and probe experiment in this array of devices,
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Table 6.4: Driven MotionSim.
Freq.
(MHz)
Transduction
Factor ( m2
mW
)
Meas. Ampli-
tude (pm)
Sim. Amp.
TM (pm)
Sim. Amp.
TE (pm)
Sim. Am-
plitude Ther.
(pm)
1.15(E) 3.1(1) × 10−11 85(4) 330 11 90
1.61(O) 3.7(2) × 10−12 63(3) 230 48 15
2.58(E) 9(2) × 10−12 96(5) 270 41 25
4.66(O) 1.9(2) × 10−13 9.6(0.5) 62 12 7
allowing us to understand how the measured amplitudes vary with those parameters. We expect
to see signatures of the beating force, such as the oscilation of the ratio between the amplitudes
of different modes with the CWG section length. After the measurements are done we intend to
better characterize the gap of the devices using FIB images.
Conclusion and perspectives
We have fabricated a device where using an external optical cavity we can probe the mechanical
motion of a system of CWG. Preliminary results show both that the motion of the waveguides
can be monitored through the optical response of the optical cavity, and that we can stimulate
motion in the waveguides through the modulated excitation of their propagation optical modes.
Some of the main difficulties encountered along the work where in the release process of our
devices. We were not able to follow our initial plans of delimiting an anchoring region for our
devices at the silica layer. Despite these difficulties in our fabrication process we could improve
the group knowledge about the fabrication of fragile structures such as nano-sized waveguiddes.
The next development in our work is to characterize the last fabrication round and try to
perform the pump and probe experiment in our new array of devices, searching for signatures of
the beating force. Maybe issues with the inverted integrated taper in our geometry may demand
a new round of fabrication.
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A. 퐺0 estimation and measurement
A.1. Estimation
In order to estimate the optomechanical coupling, 퐺표푚 of the waveguide mechanical modes to
our microdisk cavity optical modes we have applied the perturbation theory developped in [47],
for the moving boundary of the portion of the waveguide oscillating around the evasnescent tail
of the microcavity optical mode.
In [47], Johnson et al. develop the correct perturbation theory for perturbations when the
position of the boundary between two dielectrics is moved (moving boundary). Similarly to what
happened to the electromagnetic force in dielectrics in the first chapter, the normal displacement
field is treated differently from the tangential electric fields:
퐺0 =
휕휔
휕푥
= 휔
2
∫푆 훿(휖)|퐸∥|2 − 훿(휖−1)|퐷⟂|2푑푆∫푉 휖|퐸|2푑푉 (A.1)
Where 훿() is the difference operator between the inner and the outer media, and the normal
and tangential components are determined with respect to the boundary of the system.
One of the difficulties to apply this method is that we cannot perform 3D simulations of our
microdisk cavity with a straight waveguide since they are too RAM intensive, in such a way that
we do not have access to the unperturbed initial field.
Following the treatment given in [59] we can argue that the real optomechanical coupling is
bounded between퐺−0 , the coupling calculated using the field without any waveguide, and퐺+0 , the
coupling calculated using the field with a dielectric ring with the dimensions of our waveguide,
푊 = 400 nm and 퐻 = 250 nm, around the cavity. While the first probably underestimates
the coupling the second probably overestimates the coupling. In the calculation of the overlap
integrals we have taken in account the varying distance between the straigth waveguide and our
curved microcavity.
Table A.1: Coupling for m=35 modes
Mode Freq.
(THz)
퐺−0
(MHz∕nm)
퐺+0
(MHz∕nm)
TE-5 193.0 60 147
TE-6 202.9 64 123
TE-7 212.7 84 139
TM-1 193.0 30 731
TM-2 203.0 48 6400
TM-3 210.7 50 1015
In Tab.A.1 the simulated data coupling is showed for resonances with 푚 = 35. 퐺−0 the
underestimated coupling is always around 50MHz∕nm, the TE modes have a slightly higher
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coupling than the TM modes. For 퐺+0 , the overestimated coupling, the TE modes coupling is
roughly doubled, while the coupling of the TM modes seem to increase two or three orders
of magnitude. It probably happens because for the chosen azimuthal orders the TM modes of
the ring hybridize with the TM modes of the disk, increasing the intensity of the fields in the
boundary of the waveguide, as can be seen in Fig.A.1.
With WG
Without WG
TE-5 TM-1
Figure A.1: Electric field norm for different modes with m=35.
One important quantity to characterize the optomechanical coupling is the optomechanical
coupling rate, 푔0, defined as
푔0 = 퐺0푥푧푝푓 (A.2)
Where 푥푧푝푓 =
√
ℏ
2푚푒푓푓Ω
.
It represents the optical frequency shift generated by the vacuum fluctuations of the mechan-
ical oscillator. As it doesn’t depend on the normalization used for the mechanical mode it allows
to easily compare between different systems. Considering the typical parameters discussed be-
fore we would have 푥푧푝푓 = 60 fm, and 푔0 on the order of 6 kHz for the TE fundamental mode.
A.2. Measurement
One of the most direct applications of the theory discussed in chapter 4 is the measurent of
the optomechanical coupling, 퐺0. Due to the peculiarities of our devices, their low mechanical
frequencies and low optical quality factor, and due to imperfections in the phase modulator used
we were not able to use the standard method [51].
In this section we will discuss the difficulties to use the standard method of calibration and
our final measument of 퐺0.
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Usual method
The most usual way to measure the optomechanical coupling rate, 퐺0, is the one explained
in [51]. The phase of the input laser is modulated with a known, calibrated, amplitude in a
frequency, 휔푚, around the mechanical resonance frequency. In this case the optical amplitude
is given by:
푎푚(푡) = 푎푖푛푒푖푏sin(휔푚푡). (A.3)
Assuming, 푏 << 휋 we can approximate the signal in the time domain as:
푎푚 ≈ 푎푖푛
(
1 + 푏
2
(
푒푖휔푚푡 − 푒−푖휔푚푡
))
. (A.4)
After being transmited by our cavity, Eq.4.6, the amplitude would be:
푎푚 = 푎푖푛
(
횝(Δ) + 푏
2
(
횝(Δ + 휔푚)푒푖휔푚푡 − 횝(Δ − 휔푚)푒−푖휔푚푡
))
. (A.5)
This amplitude can be rewritten in terms of the frequency modulation, 훿휔in(푡) = 푏휔푚cos(휔푚푡)
and of the amplitude transmission derivative:
푎푚 = 푎푖푛
(
횝(Δ) + 푏휔푚
휕횝
휕Δ
cos(휔푚푡)
)
= 푎푖푛
(
횝(Δ) + 휕횝
휕Δ
휔in)
)
(A.6)
Calculating the output optical power in the time domain, as we have done for the optome-
chanical transduction in section 4.2, we would have a DC and an modulated signal 훿푃표푢푡. The
modulated signal is given by:
훿푃표푢푡 = 2|푎푖푛|2Re[횝(Δ)휕횝∗휕Δ ]휔in (A.7)
or writing in the same format as Eq.4.26:
훿푃표푢푡 = 퐶훿휔in, (A.8)
where
퐶(휔) = 2|푎푖푛|2Re[횝(Δ)휕횝∗휕Δ ] = |푎푖푛|2 휕푇휕Δ (A.9)
is our, already known from Eq.4.27, frequency to power transduction coefficient, and 휔in is the
calibrated frequency modulation. We can clearly see that the measured signal increases with
narrower optical ressonances (steepier derivatives) and with larger modulation frequencies.
The transduction from a optical power signal into an electrical signal and finally an ESA
signal occurs exactly as discussed before for a coherent signal. In such a way that both the
optomechanical frequency shift fluctuations, 퐺표푚훿푥(휔′), and the phase modulation frequency
fluctuation, 푏휔푚 pass though the same kind of transductions. Comparing the optomechanical
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Figure A.2: peak ESA signal due to the transduced phase modulation as a function of the
modulation frequency
signal intensity with the intensity of a calibrated phase modulation signal we can directly asses
the former, bypassing the calibration of all transduction layers.
Usually when this technique is used the motion is purely Brownian, and 푆푥푥(휔′) is a direct
function of the temperature, the mechanical frequency, the mechanical linewidth and the mode
effective mass, as shown in Eq.3.39 of section 3.1. The only quantity involved in the measure-
ment that can’t be directly measured with an ESA spectrum is the effective mass as it depends
on the choosen mechanical mode normalization, in such a way that this method allows a direct
measurement of the quantity, 퐺0√
푚푒푓푓
, or 푔0.
One of the issues with this approach is that the phase modulator we have used added an spuri-
ous amplitudemodulation to the input laser. The effects of the phasemodulation are proportional
to the modulation frequency, in such a way that for the low frequencies (below 5MHz) of our
devices the signal due to the phase modulation was burried by the amplitude modulation signal.
A second issue arised during the phase modulator calibration was that 푉휋 , the voltage needed to
induce a 휋 phase shift, seemed to vary according to the frequency range of the measurement.
In Fig.A.2 we see the results o the phase modulated signal as a function of the modulation
frequency. We perceive three distinct regions, for frequencies lower than 30MHz, the signal
amplitude oscillates around−90 dB, it is 25 dB above the background noise of the photodetector,
indicating that the signal observed isn’t due to the cavity phase-amplitude transduction, but it
is an spurious amplitude modulation. For modulation frequencies above 30MHz, the cavity
phase-amplitude transduction becomes larger than the spurious amplitude modulation, allowing
us to use it as a reference to measure 푔0. Finally the signals beggins to diminish above 800MHz
because of the photodetector cut-off frequency . The optical resonance used had a relatively low
optical Q-factor, 1.4 × 104.
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a) b)
Figure A.3: a) Optical mode transmission fitted with a fano resonance model, b) Calculated
transduction coefficient
Used method
Since the standard method to measure 퐺0 wasn’t reliable we were obliged to calibrate each step
of the transduction. As shown in Eqs. 4.40 and 4.34, the measured ESA power spectral density
generated by the brownian motion is given by the following expression:
ESA(휔) = 푘2
푅
ENBW퐶2퐺2표푚|훿푥th(휔)|2. (A.10)
We have chosen to calibrate conjointly the phase modulator and the fast photodetector. Ar-
riving to the values 푉휋 = (4.15 ± 0.2)V 1 and 푘2푅 = (2 ± 0, 2) × 104Wel∕W2op for frequencies
in the range between 0, 1 − 10MHz. Nevertheless the value for 푉휋 was very sensitive to the
conection, varying up to 4.6V with small changes on the phase modulator RF connector. The
ENBW changed according to the measurement, being one of its parameters.
In order to measure the transduction coefficient, 퐶 , we have fitted the optical mode trans-
mission, as seen in Fig.A.3 . Finally |훿푥th(휔)|2 can be calculated using the effective mass that
is unknow and measured quantities such as the mechanical frequency, the mechanical linewidth
and the temperature. Again as we only have access to 퐺0√
푚푒푓푓
, in order to isolate 퐺0, we need to
compare the measured mechanical spectrum with simulations allowing the identification of the
mode and the calculation of its effective mass. In Chapter 6, section 6.2 we discuss some results
obtained with this characterization.
1푉휋 is a characteristic frequency of the phase modulator. The frequency modulation of a signal passing through
the phase modulator is 훿휔 = 휔푚휋 푉푉휋 , where 푉 is the peak voltage send to the phase modulator
B. Back-action effect
Following the treatment given in [11] we can show that the maximum optomechanical linewidth
change is given by:
9
√
3
퐺20
푚푒푓푓
휅푒|푎푖푛|2
휅4휔
(B.1)
Using the typical parameters for the singly clamped oscillator, we arrive at values on the
order of 0.5Hz. The best resonances at vacumm present linewidths on the order of 100Hz,
showing that the effects due to the backaction can be ignored.
Typical parameters:
Table B.1: Tipical Parameters
Symbol Value
퐺0 300 radMHz∕nm
휔∕2휋 200 THz
휅푒 5GHz
휅푖 5GHz
푚푒푓푓 1 pg|푎푖푛|2 0.25mW
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C. Fabrication recipe
In order to prepare the wafer for the e-beam lithography we have employed the recipe in Tab.C.1:
Table C.1: Surface treatment
Process Parameter Comments
Boilling TCE 5 min Surface resist residues
removal
Boilling ACE 5 min Surface organic
residues removal
Boilling IPA 5 min Surface acetone
residues removal
Nitrogen Gun - Drying of the sample,
avoiding the precipita-
tion of dirty
푂2 Plasma 15 min 250 mW Ashing of organicresidues
Dip in HF buffer 15 sec Removal of native ox-
ide layer
Hot plate 10 min, 180 ◦C Wafer surface dehy-
dratation
HMDS spin coating 5000 rpm, 60 sec Adhesion promoter
Waiting time 60 sec HMDS drying time
ZEP520A spin coating 5000 rpm, 60 sec Resist
Soft bake 180 ◦C, 120 sec Soft bake to dry resist
The goal of these processes is to clean the surface and to treat it in a way to favor its adhesion
to the resist. As the resist is an organic compound generally it adheres better to hydrophobic
surfaces. The method we use to spread HMDS, through spin-coating, is quite controversial, not
being recommended in general.
Followingwe have performed the e-beam lithography according to the parameters in Tab.C.2:
Table C.2: E-lithography parameters
Parameter Value Comments
Aperture 10 µm Determines the sample
current
Sample current 20 pA -
Voltage 30 kV -
Dose 95 µC∕cm2 The clearing dose in-
creases with the voltage
Stepsize 4 nm -
Object Polygon -
Filling mode Direct -
The patterns were developed according to the recipe in Tab.C.3:
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Table C.3: ZEP520A development
Process Parameter Comments
ZED-50 develloper 60 sec Development
IPA 30 sec Development stopper
Nitrogen Gun - Drying, use softly
The upper silicon layer dry etch is performed using the recipe from [55]: Recipe for etching
siliconwith ZEP520A asmask, in the CCSNanoOxford ICP/RIE system: SF6/C4F8 flow: 12/26
sccm; gas pressure: 15 mTorr; RIE power: 15 W; ICP power: 1200 W; duration: 260 seconds.
Finally the ZEP residues were cleaned according to the recipe shown in Tab.C.4:
Table C.4: E-resist Removal
Process Parameter Comments
Boilling TCE 5 min Surface resist residues
removal
Boilling ACE 5 min Surface organic
residues removal
Boilling IPA 5 min Surface acetone
residues removal
Nitrogen Gun - Driying of the sample,
avoiding the precipita-
tion of dirty
푂2 Plasma in Barrel: 10 min 250mW in RIE: 30 min
250mW
Ashing of organic
residues
When the optical lithography was one of the fabrication processes the recipe used for the
optical lithography and for the release process was the one in Tab.C.5:
In the latter fabrication rounds where the optical lithography step was abandoned the recipe
used in the release process is the one shown in Tab.C.6.
Finally the chips were left in the IPA solution for the CPD process.
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Table C.5: Optical lithography and Release process
Process Parameter Comments
HMDS spin coating 4000 rpm, 40 sec Adhesion promoter
Waiting time 60 sec HMDS drying time
SC1827 spin coating 4000 rpm, 40 sec Resist
Soft bake 90 ◦C, 90 sec Soft bake to dry resist
Photo lithography 25 sec Exposure MJB3
Development AZ300 60 sec -
Water dip 60 sec Stopper
Hard bake 120 ◦C, 10 min Hardening of the resist
layer, in order to dimin-
ish the undercut
HF buffer 15 min Etching of the 푆푖푂2layer and release of our
devices
Water 2 min Pass through 2 solu-
tions in order to avoid
the precipitation of un-
desired salts
IPA 2 min Transition to the ace-
tone
ACE 10 min Pass through multiple
solutions in order to re-
move the photoresist
IPA 10 min Pass through multiple
solutions in order to
remove the photore-
sist and the acetone
residues, allowing a
good CPD process
Table C.6: Release process
Process Parameter Comments
HF buffer 15 min Etching of the 푆푖푂2layer and release of our
devices
Water 2 min Pass through 2 solu-
tions in order to avoid
the precipitation of un-
desired salts
IPA 10 min Pass through 3 solu-
tions in order to remove
water residues, allow-
ing a good CPD process
